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COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO
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ON-TIME, ON-TARGET PROJECTS FOR NAMES WE All KNOW AND LIKE
AMBIEN
AMERITECH
ASK AROUND
AT&T WIRELESS
BANK ONE
WE'VE GROWN OUR
CHIASSO
PRACTICE BY NUTURING
CHICAGO CUBS
LONG TERM PARTNERSHIPS .
CI SCO SYSTEMS
COMPUTER ASSOC IATES
WE LIKE OUR CLIENTS, AND
DIAMOND CLUSTER
THEY LIKE US TOO.
EBAY
FRANKEL
PHONE US AT 773.782.9866 TO
G.E . FINANCIAL
REQUEST OUR REFERENCES .
INFORMATION RESOURCES
JENNER & BLOCK
LEARNING CURVE
MOTOROLA
PEARSON
PIONEER
RAY CHARLES
THOMAS THE TANK ENGINE
TRIBUNE COMPANY
USG
U.S. CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL
THE VEGGIETALES
UNITED AIRLINES
WB NETWORK
WCIU-26

1608 N. MILWAUKEE AVE .
SUITE 600
CHICAGO, IL 60647
773.782.9866
INFO@BUZZBAIT.COM
WWW.BUZZBAIT.COM
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letter from the editor

Gravity Takes Off
Life is full of surprises. Example:
Gravity captured the top honors awarded to college magazines this
summer. We won the prestigious Robert Sibley Magazine of the Year
Award , conferred by Newsweek. We captured the Council for the
Advancement and Support of Education 's "Grand Gold " in both the
magazine and annual report categories (the 2003 President's Report
was a Gravity publication). Print magazine gave Gravity its "Circle of
Excellence Award " for design .

Not content to sit on our laurels , the Gravity staff, along with its fall
2003 release, is launching Gravity Online.
Where the magazine looks at creativity and the creative professions
from the Columbia College perspective , Gravity Online will take a
more holistic look at creativity, the creative lifestyle and creative
professionals. We want to use the website to explore creative
places, spaces, products, jobs, politics, sex and more, and be timely • • • • • • • • • • • •
and relevant in ways a magazine could never be.
But we needed a hook, something to really drive traffic to the website. The answer? The best music being made in
Chicago-free on the website.
At a time when Loyola and other colleges were dropping the dime on students who were downloading music, we
wanted to offer the best music for free to everyone without fear of prosecution . After all , Columbia College Chicago
is all about access , opportunity and affordability.
So our advertising director took the lead. Brian Vaughan has been an integral part of the indie rock scene in
Chicago for years, fronting bands such as the Baltimores and Wannamaker.
And it was here that life got surprising. Brian put together a compilation that was so stunningly awesome that it
put the national CMJ New Music Monthly free CD to shame. Sixteen tons of diesel locomotive that will knock you
on your collective asses. The Gravity CD burn is the real deal, a musical tour de force that runs the gamut of indie
rock , hip-hop, country, jazz and more. And best of all , it is legit and free.
As the premier visual, performing and media arts college in the country, we believe strongly that working artists
should not be cheated out of money for their products . At the same time, we recognize that music that matters
rarely finds its way into the marketplace. Sony, BMG , MTV, Clear Channel and other mega corporations all have
teams of MBAs who work overtime to make certain that nothing cool will find its way to you .
Along with " Free Burn," we 're rolling out some other eye-popping features on the website over the next several
months, including:
"Where the Artists Hang Out" will explore all the coffeehouses , boo kstores, clubs, movie houses , CD stores,
restaurants , poetry slams and other hangouts in the Chicago area for filmmakers, musicians, writers ,
dancers , journalists , performing and visual artists , DJs, comedians and others.
"Wh at 's Cool " will look at the creme de Ia creme in recordings, fiction and non-fiction, DVDs , movies, theater,
plays, exhibitions , video games, fashion and more.
" Masters of Creativity" will profile the leading creative professionals in America. Each month a different animator,
cartoonist, photographer, musician , dancer, arts manager, promoter, arts educator, filmmaker, visual artists and
others will explore the creative process .
"The Creative Professional Job Board ," featuring "The Job Du Jour," will be made available to people who join the
Columbia College Alumni Association .
" Gravity contests " will offer merchandise and tickets to all sorts of arts-related events.

Other features being considered include a column highlighting what is cool and interesting in Chicago arts and culture ; a column exploring sex and creativity in the 21st century; online galleries; a cartoon strip by Ivan Brunetti;
and original work by emerging Chicago writers.
Just go to gravity.colum.edu and get ready to be amazed.

NORMAN ALEXANDROFF

contributors
Kate Zambreno is the assistant editor at the alt-weekly Newcity.
She also teaches writing and humanities way out in the suburbs
and is at work on getting to work on her first novel. She spends her
free time trying to figure out Friendster and convince people to write
her testimonials.

Daniel Mnookin currently resides in
Chicago and divides his time between
DJing and freelance journalism . Among the
magazines he writes for are UR Chicago
and the Australian-based Resident
Advisor. When Daniel isn 't busy writing, he
DJs around the country, while also holding
a monthly residency in his hometown. You
can contact Daniel via e-mail at theithresidual@hotmail.com .
Ray Pride has written for Newcity, Nerve,

Liz Grossman is Senior Editor of CS

Peter Thompson has been a Chicago-

Jenny Seay is an MFA candidate in the

Magazine and Managing Editor of Front
Desk magazine. She contributes to
Angeleno and Riviera magazines.

based photographer for the past six years.
A graduate at the University of Iowa,
Peter's work can be seen reguarly in the
NY Times and the Chicago Tribune. His
work has also appeared with the Food
Network, E! Entertainment, the Boston
Globe and most recently in Men's Journal.

fiction writing department at Columbia
College. Her writing has appeared in
Venus Zine, and she contributes regularly
to Bonanzaradio .com, Coolgrrrls.com and
Punkrockreviews.com . When she's not
busy writing she can be found watching
professional wrestling and singing off-key
to her invisible fan club.

Jan Nguyen has written for the Chicago
Tribune , The San Jose Mercury News, the
San Francisco Chronicle and Playboy.com.
She is married to Sam Weller, who is
writing the authorized biography of
American icon Ray Bradbury, to be
published by William Morrow.

Salon, Time Out New York, SOMA,
Filmmaker, Cinema Scope, indieWIRE, the
Sundance Channel and Playboy. com,
among others. His documentary, Six
Corners, debuted at the Chicago
Underground Film Festival in August. He
edits the Select Guide to Wicker Park,
Bucktown and Ukrainian Village.

Sarah Faust is a fine art photographer.

In the '90s, Tony Barnett published,
edited and contributed to the Midwest
music zine , MOO. He currently freelances
and is a regular contributor to Newcity.

She has an MFA from Columbia College
and teaches part time in the Photography
Department. Her wo rk will be on exhibit at
the Chicago Cultural Center this
November.

Frank Sennett's Nash, Rambler, a novel
about a young Chicago journalist caught
up in a Southern California criminal conspiracy, is now out in hardcover from Five
Star. His online home is FrankSennett.com.

Monty Colvin has illustrated numerous
rock record album covers and his ongoing
comic strip, "Gas Fist," appears in HM
magazine. Monty was the bass player and
leader of Galactic Cowboys. The group
released six albums and toured the universe. Monty's solo project, Crunchy, just
finished recording their second album.
Learn more at www.crunchy.cs .

At g. •
s is a Chicago-based freelance writer/photographer whose work
appears in the Chicago Tribune , Illinois
Entertainer, Daily Journal, Concert Live
Wire and Hear Say Magazine. He is the
author of a digital biography of Dave
Matthews.

Jessi Pervola and Julie Yuen- wh o
Atlanta-based freelance writer Scott
Steinberg moonlights as a technology
guru for unwho lesome outlets like Maxim,
Playboy and Rolling Stone. Occasionally,
he even does some work. Next up for the
enterprising geek: a stint publishing his
own PC games .

designed this issue of Gravity under the
direction of Sarah Faust-both graduated
with BA degrees in Graphic Design from
Columbia College in 2002. Jessi works for
the design deparment at Columbia
College, while Julie is a designer for
Synergy Creative.

BARRY BRECHEISEN

Broad"Way Bound

BY KATE ZAMBRENO

LETTING HIS HAIRSPRAY DOWN

CHESTER GREGORY SHOWS OFF SOME OF HIS MOVES. There's the
twist, the monkey, the jerk, the watusi. Wait, the what? While sitting on
a bench in the lobby of the Wabash building, the 30-year-old actor
demonstrates the '60s-era two-step. "You know, everybody has a different
way of doing it. But the watusi is kind of like doing this with your hands,
you're rocking back and forth," he says, clapping his hands in rhythm.
Gregory definitely has reason to dance, having just learned he's been
cast for a lead in the Broadway hit Hairspray. "Two weeks ago I was like,
what am I going to do this summer? " he laughs. Before this big break,
Gregory made a name for himself as the titular crooner in the Black
Ensemble Theater's long-running production of The Jackie Wilson Story,
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singing "Lonely Teardrops," he says, " probably more than Jackie Wilson
himself. "
And now, the Columbia College musical theater alum ('95) has been
beckoned to the Big Apple. Gregory barely remembers seeing the John
Waters flick about a heavy white girl trying to land on a TV dance show in
segregated Baltimore. But when he saw the stage version, he was so
blown away that he couldn't picture himself in the role of Seaweed J.
Stubbs , the rebellious black teenager also trying to land on the American
Bandstand-type dance show. "It was so good it never dawned on me to
audition for it." g

Misery Loves Contedy

BY KATE ZAMBRENO

THE BLACK HUMOR OF SCHADENFREUDE HITS THE RADIO

GET THE SCHADENFREUDE GANG TOGETHER and sooner or later the
conversation will parlay into politicking.
At their Ravenswood headquarters , Kate James, Justin Kaufmann and
Adam Witt shoot the breeze on gay marriage, a topic everyone from the
pope to Governor Blagoevich have weighed in on . Group members Sandy
Marshall, Mark Hanner and Stephen Schmidt are among the missing,
since it's a rare week off for the busy sketch-comedy troupe . Sounds pretty
serious , but for the Schadenfreude players, whose name roughly translates as " pleasure in the misfortunes of others ," every topic ripped from
the headlines has a possible punchline.
All of a sudden this heated debate about church and state gives way
to a brainstorm session for the ir new comedy hour for Chicago Public
Radio. "Hey, let's do a parody with the heliocentric model of the universe
which they jailed Galileo for," says Witt. '"If you 're not into our heliocentric
model, then you're against our religion and the present. "' "Or, what about
the Holocaust or separate drinking fountains for blacks ," James interjects.
"Someday the Catholic Church is going to be like, hmmm ... " Kaufmann
finishes her sentence. "That was a mistake. "
With Schadenfreude 's sketch comedy show, WBEZ 91.5FM hopes to
draw the hip (read: young) audiences of the troupe 's popular stage shows
to the airwaves on Sunday nights. But don 't translate young as "dumbed
down." Many of Schadenfreude 's sketches send up current affairs and
local politics , with Da Mare one of their favorite Chicago lampoon targets .
Ever since the group read Mike Royko 's Boss a few years back, they
became enamored with the machine, the mysterious underbelly of wards
and aldermen, of voting early and often. Columbia radio alum Kaufmann
keeps the gang's political obsession updated daily with his day job as
producer for WBEZ's morning local magazine program 848. " It's like public
drama, you know?" he says . And public drama makes for comedy, in that
Schadenfreude sort of way. g

Tinte Trials

BY SAM JEMIELITY

AUTHOR AND COLUMBIA PROF
AUDREY NIFFENEGGER'S WILD TRIP

Audrey Niffenegger may find
herself in another tax bracket
with the breakout success of
her debut novel, The Time
Traveler's Wife. The bittersweet,
fantastical love story centers on the
relationship between Henry, a handsome
librarian at Chicago 's Newberry Library who
finds himself uncontrollably transported through
time, and his wife Claire, whose days move forward as normal.
After taking four-and-a-half years to write the
novel , Niffenegger pitched nearly two dozen
agents, to no avail. She went with independent
publisher MacAdam/ Cage, who paid the largest
advance in their history to outbid New York
houses. Now she has the last laugh , as critics
have deluged the soft-spoken author with high
praise. Publisher 's Weekly cited the "splendidly
drawn " cast of characters, while People lauded
the book as an "amazing trip."
That phrase could describe Niffenegger's
new life as a celebrity author, who appeared on
The Today Show in September. The novel so
charmed Hollywood uber-couple Brad Pitt and
Jennifer Aniston that their production company
picked up the film option.
Gravity: How did you come up with the idea for
the book?
Audrey Niffenegger: The title just fell in my head.
Everything kind of came out of that, because
you know that this time traveler has a wife, so

It's about a glr~ whose mother has
died, and how bees leave a ttail of
her mother's life in th,e South in
Virginia. There were bees in her
house when the girl's growing up,
and then she finds out her mother's
old nanny was a beekeeper. It's a
really good book.

gravity

you've got two characters and you know their
relationship to each other. I started thinking
about that. I wrote the ending first, and 1 kind of
jumped around, which is the way I usually work
with visual books. I have a very helter-skelter
method.
G: What motivated you to write a novel rather
than a visual book like your previous works?
AN : The picture books I do are kind of like silent
films, but without any movement. I just had this
idea that could not be rendered in individual
pictures. It called for disappearing and time flux
and movement. I thought, well, heck, this would
be really easy to do if it were just words.
G: What writers influenced you?
AN: Richard Powers and David Foster Wallace.
Early in the writing process, I was re-reading for
the millionth time [Powers'] Goldbug Variations.
It's a beautifully written book, partly about
science. It's a double love story, one set in the
'50s and one in the '80s . He just moves so
beautifully all around, and you go right with him .
With David Foster Wallace, it was Infinite Jest.
When you get to the end, you're just enraged.
You're like , "What? That's it?" I had been dutifully following along, and I got to the end, and I
just wanted to punch somebody. The end is
ridiculous. He's spent a thousand pages setting
up all this stuff, and everything in the novel is
coming to a head, and he just stops and basi-

cally goes, "Ha, ha, you'll never find out what
happened. " I thought, if this can be a big deal
novel , then I can write anything I want to.
G: Did the rejection from agents bother you?
AN: I did get kind of discouraged, but that led
me to find my publisher. I had read an article in
Poets and Writers about these independent
publishers , including MacAdam/ Cage, that
would read unagented books. So I contacted
MacAdam/ Cage, and I got a response from my
publisher about the same time I got a response
from my agent.
G: What 's your next book project?
AN: It's called Fearful Symmetry. The thesis of it
is a pair of mirror-image twins who are
Americans, and who inherit a plot in London that
sits at the edge of Highgate Cemetery in
London . It's a very famous, very old Victorian
cemetery that was closed for a while in the '70s
and '80s because it was completely full. One
half was still a working cemetery, and one half,
they just locked and walked away from . An association called the Friends of Highgate Cemetery
formed because it was becoming this place for
vandals. They bought the cemetery and started
to resuscitate it. One of the cha racters in the
novel works for this organization , giving tours.
Hopefully it's going to be a novel that's informed
by both the characters and by a really strong
sense of place, because Highgate 's amazing. g

ANGIE SUH

"It makes life so much easier. "

Screenwriter

JENINE ESCO
"As a Tarot Reader and for general living, it
helps me to stay universally centered ."

Tarot Card Reader

ARIEL GOLDENBERG

" No brain , no creativity."

Filmmaker

ARNIE BERNSTEIN

"I'm a writer, editor and historian. It may not
sound fancy, but without it, I'd have nothing."

Author, The Movies Are: Carl Sandburg's
Film Review and Essays 1920-1928

"I communicate the expectations I have of my students,
not as an order, but as an expression of confidence that
my students can and will meet what is expected of
them . As an acting teacher, my 'positive expectancy' is
conveyed through body language , tone and preparation. I
continually encourage my students to stretch themselves
to newer and greater levels. "

JASON BUYER
Casting agent turned educator and
founder of "Marketing the Actor"

Truntp change?
With this issue, we float our first request for a

count cards at your blackjack tables out on Lake

patron , a benefactor-or, in Chicago parlance, a

Michigan. And since you've got eight-deck shoes

mark-who will open wide the wallet in support

and we don't know Rain Man , any contribution

of Gravity's fresh brand of arts journalism . And

you make to Gravity will be more like a (partial)

who knows more about floating marks than The

expense reimbursement. In fact, we promise to'

Donald , who 's adding a downtown Trump tower

reinvest a goodly portion of the funds in your fine

to complement his nearby casino boat operation?

meeting and gaming facilities just as soon as the

Mr. T, it's time to grab some local press

cage cashes the check . (The open water helps

entree the way AI Capone-the last macher with

us come up with better story ideas , somehow.)

unfortunate hair who muscled his way into the

We'll even sweeten the pot, as it were , by

Windy City business world-used to do it. That 's

offering three undergrads from the Columbia

right: by buying it.

College television department as unpaid interns

God knows that when you knock down the

on your new NBC reality show, The Apprentice.

Sun-Times building to make way for your 86-story

Free help in exchange for a tax-deductible dona-

tower, you ' ll be 86 'd from the hearts of all those

tion? You 've gotta like the art of that deal.

S-T reporters getting rolled off the river. You ' ll
need at least a few sympathetic scribes to coun-

One more thing. We recently read that you 're
one of the bigwigs licensed to pack heat in

teract the inevitable bad press . Toss some

Manhattan. We ' re sure it's a quality firearm,

Trump change our way and we 'll be your maga-

Don , and we 'd love to do business with you. But

zine port in the Chicago media maelstrom.
It's only fair, when you think about it. After all ,
we' ve spent many an edito rial meeting trying to

if you drop by the editorial offices , we 'll still have
to pat you down . g
ILLUSTRAT I ON BY BECCA MANN

WITH GOOG LY EYES that could compete with
Lucille Ball's blue saucers, screenwriter,
Second City alum and industry maven Cathryn
Michon gives good advice to the Semester
in L.A. producing class. "Don 't lay out
every detail, give them broad
strokes, " she says . When pitching, she adds , please , don 't go
in as over-rehearsed as a usedcar salesman.
"They want your passion,"

and Enrietto, they've gotten a number of
"almosts" and "yet to be seens ." And not just
with the producing students. The program also
does rolling five-week sessions for screenwriting (in the last session, seven out of 10 students' projects got carried on to the development stage), directing, costuming, styling and
wardrobe, and half a dozen other specialties
within showbiz. Since the program's inception
in 1999, nearly 400 students have enrolled .
It helps that the program is located right in

sublet), and Enrietto needed to find a way to
keep down the program's costs and expose it
to the professional world. He went knocking on
a few friends' doors . In an amazing coup , in
1999 Columbia found itself as the only school
in the world to ever have presence on one of
the six major studio lots. It still holds that distinction.
It's not a bad deal for the CBS Studio
Center either. "They view us as not a th ink tank
exactly, but a hothouse for new ideas," Enrietto
says. Smith adds, "We've introduced
MiChOn SayS , With plenWILSH IRE BOULE VARD . THROUGH WESTLAKE PARK . LOS ANGELES . <.AL!F"ORNIA
T)76
a lot of people into their infrastructy of gusto herself. "So
write about what you
ture ," including a mail boy plucked
out of the directing class. Don 't be
Spontaneous and energetic,
fooled by the lackey terminology:
Mailroom employees get to meet
Michon adopts a seemingly endless
everyone and many a mogul has
range of voices to imitate showbiz
started in "industry communication,"
schmoes. Despite her lively performincluding mega-agents for Creative
ance, the students, while entertained
Artists Agency and the head of televiand charmed, are dead tired . Coffee
sion at William Morris, Sam Haskell.
cups adorn many of the desks in the
hospital-white room at the CBS Studio
Other Columbia grads have gone on
Center. Some students fidget to keep
to work for great companies in the
business-at-large, like Warner
themselves awake, clearly wrestling
Brothers, Jim Henson Productions
with that post-lunch slump. Another
and the NBC hit, ER.
reason they're beat: This is the last
COLUMBIA STUDENTS HEAD TO THE VERY
week, nearly the last day of the ir ultra-accelAt the end of her talk, Michon-who got her
HEART OF HOLLYWOOD
big break as a staff writer for the award-winerated Columbia College program.
Producing Curriculum Coordinator Don Smith
ning show, China Beach-tries to think of any
the heart of the lion's den. Semester in L.A.'s
and Program Director Bob Enrietto like to refer
final words she can impart to the class of
first session was held in a Beverly Hills hotel
but it was soon deemed unfeasible . At six
to the semester in L.A. as a "finishing school. "
Hollywood hopefuls . "Oh, one last thing," she
says. "Be in the creative community. Get out
weeks, "it was too long," Enrietto explains. "It
The program comprises five weeks with a zerothere .''
ate into their money so much they couldn't do
absence, zero-tardiness policy, culminating in a
Considering that their lot neighbors are the
pitching session with studio executives.
anything on the weekends." Students are
So, has anyone ever snagged an Affleck-andresponsible for their own housing (including anyfacilities of NBC's Will & Grace, it seems they
thing from a kindly friend's couch to a bona fide
Damon style deal? Welll ... according to Smith
have this one in the bag. g

Brand Aid

BY TARYN REJHOLEC

TOM O'GRADY IS IN THE BUSINESS of branding.
Celebrity branding, that is, at NVU Productions,
a multimedia branding company in Chicago. NVU
works with some of the biggest names in entertainment, including Britney Spears, Aerosmith
and Jessica Simpson . Previously, O'Grady, a
Columbia College graduate , worked for NBA
Entertainment in New York as their first creative
director and got to meet the likes of Michael
Jordan, Larry Bird and Magic Johnson. It all
started in high school with an early interest in
how products got their names and how packages were designed . He pursued commercial art
at Columbia , leaving with a BA in Graphic
Design . Now he spends his days creating everything from Jessica Simpson 's I Do "wedding
book " to the name and art on Bon Jovi 's newest
album to Britney's website.
Gravity: How do you choose a celebrity for a
market brand?
Tom O'Grady: The process is called brand
" matchmaking." A great brand "match " in my
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opinion is Lance Armstrong and the U.S. Postal
Service. Quite simply, All-American boy Lance
Armstrong delivers in the toughest situations in
the toughest environments and does it faster
than anyone else. You think that "matches" up
nicely with what the U.S. Postal Service brand
objectives might be?
G: Did you get to speak personally with Jessica
Simpson about her wedding when composing
her wedding book?
TO: Yes. Jessica is an incredibly involved and
intelligent personality. Jessica and her father,
Joe Simpson, attend to every business detail
with a very meticulous concern for her image.
For female celebrities like Jessica, Britney
Spears and Jamie Lynn Sigler, their attractiveness sometimes disguises the ir business
instincts . Jessica approved the title of the book,
developed an outl ine about her feelings and
vision about the wedding theme and stayed
involved even with a busy schedule to ensure
her signature came through .

G: How much does street credibility play
into branding?
TO: 50 Cent, Eminem and Jay-Z are viewed as
having "street credibility" in the rap industry
because their songs resonate about their real
life experiences and do not sugar-coat their
struggles. But if those artists disband their cultures and become too commercial , they are in
danger of losing the authenticity that brought
them to prominence in the first place . g

Austin Power

FOLK SINGER ELLEN ROSNER HAS ALWAYS MOVED
TO THE BEAT OF HER OWN STRUM
BY ANDY ARGYRAKIS

EVERY MARCH IN AUSTIN, TEXAS, a who's who
of music industry gurus, label reps, press and
artists convene for the South by Southwest
Music Festival (SxSW). The week-long gathering
can be the birthing grounds for tomorrow's talent, or it can be a whoring session to advance
personal agendas. An artist can shamelessly
party and sell herself during this week to land
a record deal.
Chicago-based singer;songwriter Ellen
Rosner, who played at this year's festival,
chooses to take the high road. Instead of kissing ass, this Jewish woman and out-of-the-closet lesbian insists on letting her music do the
talking. ''I'm not about games and I'm not
going to be somebody I'm not," says Rosner,
known for her authoritative guitar playing and

"I've always been a realist when it comes to
getting noticed, and I'm resigned to the fact
that as a 43-year-old who's chubby, I'm not
going to get a major label record deal. " Instead
of playing at the mammoth Austin Music Hall or
at an MTV-sponsored event stocked with free
food and booze, Rosner is appearing in the
more humble "Women In Rock " event, attended
by fewer than a hundred people, scarcely any
of them industry decision makers. " Besides
'Women in Rock,' we also did a 'GoGirls' showcase that was somewhat unofficial, " Rosner
says, sitting curbside on this muggy afternoon
with the faint music of Chicagoan Ripley Caine
seeping out of The Lucky Lounge. " I'm actually
more interested in setting up at the alternative
showcases because you can rea lly interact with
your band on stage and the crowd while maintaining a sense of spontaneity. Plus , knowing
you're going to play in an intimate setting also
breaks down the temptation to overprepare,
which is really masturbatory."

If Rosner has a more tantalizing temptation
in her career-spanning the debut album The
Perfect Malcontent to 2001's Count to Threeit's been to throw in the towel. She's faced the
predictable obstacles: lack of significant radio
airplay, dwindling national distribution outlets,
sliced sales due to internet piracy, and a following that's yet to expand beyond cult status. " I'll
be the first to admit that voice will pop in my
head from time to time with that question,
'Why have I stuck with this for so long?'"
Rosner says. "But every time a doubt arises, I
just tell my head to fuck off because this is
what I've been doing since I was four years old

Aside from ties of kinship, Rosner
also gains significant sustenance
from Columbia memories in the
mid-'80s , when she not only
honed her musical craft but also
learned the business side with a
position in the Office of
Community Arts Partnership.
Friendships with fellow students,
advice from professors and the overall vibe
of the community were additional incubation
points for Rosner's creative drive. "My time
there helped me find a support system for my
work and encouraged me to get up and start

!11•••11111!111111!11.. doing what I wanted to do," Rosner reca lls.

with it until the end? At this point, I'm not quite
sure if there's anything else I'm qualified to do
in this life!"
The positive press reviews of Count To
Three and her fans help quell Rosner's doubt
about her chosen path. As her following has
been nurtured from the grassroots, so have the
opportunities for career growth. " If there's a
right place at a right time to be in, I try to find
it and make the most of the situation, " she
says confidently, alluding to her relatively
recent involvement in organizations like
"Women In Rock," "GoGirls" and " lndiegrrl. "
Rosner's tenacity and perseverance come
from her tight-knit upbringing. Sure, family
members have offered up playful jabs like
"When are you going to get a real job?" but
overall they support her unconventional
lifestyle. "Thank God I didn't have a family that
kicked me out because I didn 't take the standard career path or because I'm queer,"
Rosner says. "They see that I have steady work
and they get it, loving and supporting me no
matter what. "

before starting pre-production and writing on
her third album . Rosner remains confident that
her new material and continued appearances
will elevate her burgeoning cause. "There are
no guarantees with anything in life, " she concludes, as her bandmates finish loading their
tour van for the two-day return trip to Chicago.
"I can't even begin to pinpoint where the next
stage of my career is going to take me. "
But she does have a word of advice for
artists who want to follow in her footsteps.
"Whatever you do, make sure to maintain a
lighthearted attitude and take every stressful
situation that may come your way with a grain
of salt," she says. "I would have a freakin'
heart attack if I didn't! I'd have a needle in my
arm, a drink in my hand and a joint in my
mouth and it would be all over! " g

Ringntaster Flash
DISPATCHES FROM A CHICAGO PHOTOGRAPHER WHO RAN OFF
TO JOIN THE CIRCUS-WITH POOR YOUTH IN BRAZIL
BY TONE STOCKENSTROM AS TOLD TO LIZ GROSSMAN
THE PICOLINO CIRCUS PROJECT IN SALVADOR, BRAZIL,
may not be Ringling Bros., but to its young members, it is
definitely the greatest show on earth . To preserve the legacy of the project-which prepares students for careers in
the circus-Columbia College photography teacher Tone
Stockenstrorn founded the Picolino Circus Documentary
Project in 1999. Using both photography and video, she
has recorded the stories of the 15 enrolled children (ages
7 to 21) as they grow with the circus. In tandem with her
journeys to Brazil, Stockenstrorn has taught 15 MexicanAmerican and Puerto Rican youth in the Logan Square
Neighborhood Association for two-and-a-half years, and has

encouraged pen-pal friendships with their Brazilian peers.
In August 2003, Stockenstrorn's wish carne true. Eight
kids traveled from Logan Square to Salvador to exchange
cultu res, photos and broken Portuguese.
Stockenstrorn's photos of these young circus performers-many of whom have no family at all-have been displayed in Chicago at the HotHouse and Calumet Photo, and
she plans to create a book. Despite an incredibly busy
schedule, Stockenstrom reported to Gravity from Internet
cafes in Salvador during her recent stay, putting in her
words some scenes from the latest installment of the
Picolino Circus Documentary Project.

August 7, 2003
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I just finished up a long day of teaching at the circus.
Yesterday I brought all the large photos that I took last year.
The kids were in complete awe when they saw themselves
in larger-than-life size . Many felt validated and important by
the enormity of the actual photograph . Everyone helped to
hang the photos with clothespins on long cords hung under
the circus tent. They were so excited to see their own work
enlarged and printed so beautifully.
Circus life is really surreal. It all takes place under an
open-air blue big top located in a central part of the city
across from the ocean . There's usually a random goat walking around. There are kids juggling, doing acrobatics, walking the tightrope, surrounded by nets, swings and long red
fabric hanging from the ceiling. The cement floors are covered with mats. It bursts with energy when all the kids are
training. Some of them are doing contortion ism that just
kills me to watch-they look like they are in so much pain!

There are two circus veterans in their sixties who train
the younger kids. My students receive about $60 a month
to be in the circus. Their lives are a constant struggle. They
also receive lunch and transportation (which is sometimes
as many as four bus transfers) to and from the circus . A lot
of them can't read or write well. I wonder what they will be
doing in five or 10 years . I wonder if they will be able to
feed their families with this career? One veteran said that
when you are 35 years old you are basically done in the circus world.
The circus is like a big family. Most of the kids in my
project don't have parents. The other kids who actually have
families don't see them or live with them in some seriously
dangerous neighborhoods. These neighborhoods are called
favelas and the houses are built on mud. Many slope down
on the hillsides. They can easily fall apart during mudslides
that happen during the rainy season.

August 18, 2003
They've arrived! The students from Chicago are here. We rented
them a beautiful blue house that reminds me of Frida Kahlo's house
in Mexico City. To prepare, circus director Anselmo Serrat drove
around for hours to pick up beds from various people, while the kids
and I shopped for the big welcome party. Other kids made a beautiful banner to hang for the kids when they arrived from Chicago.
Others were cooking a big feijoada, a meal of rice, beans, and meat.
Seven students went with me to the airport. When we saw them,
we all screamed bemvindo! or "Welcome." At the house, music was
blaring and food was set out. The kids were dancing and trying to
digest this whole new world and culture. Right away, we had some
cultural barriers to work through. One student from Chicago felt a little overwhelmed by the touchiness of the Brazilian youth. Here you
give two kisses on each cheek as a greeting, plus a whole lot of
hugs. Another student from Brazil remarked, "Why are some of the
kids from Chicago so overweight?" They didn't understand because
they don't have experience with America's culture of fast-food diets.
In Brazil, they eat very healthy meals with lots of fruit, rice, beans,
and meat.
We got into a circle and I talked about this being my dream to
bring these two groups together. We will be giving the circus a donation of $1,500 that we raised at The HotHouse earlier this summer.
This money is equivalent to 4,500 reais in Brazil. A minimum monthly salary here in Brazil is 240 reais (about $80). I will also be giving
the youth their stipends for participating in this course (donated by
The Illinois Arts Council and Jack Jaffe).
This week two students will teach the Chicago kids to take pictures with Polaroid cameras. They will have classes in juggling,
Portuguese and video. I plan to have the youth take Polaroid portraits of each other and everyone is keeping a daily journal. We will
be attending percussion concerts and visiting the beach on Sunday. I
think this is going to be life-changing for everyone, including myself.
It made all the hard work pay off when I saw the youth from Brazil
and Chicago in a circle around me. It makes me realize that we all
have to contribute to society and make this world a more humane
place. We need to give people opportunities and education so that
they can grow and have a chance at life. g

READ ADDITIONAL EXCERPTS FROM TONE'S E-MAILS AT WWW.COLUM.EDU/GRAVITY.
ANOTHER TONE STOCKENSTROM PHOTOGRAPHY PROJECT. PORTRAIT OF A FAMILYFEATURING THE CASTANEDA-TORRES FAMILY-WILL BE AT THE CITY GALLERY OF THE
HISTORIC WATER TOWER (806 N. MICHIGAN) OPENING OCT. 9-DEC. 29. FOR MORE
INFORMATION VISIT WWW.STOCKENSTROM.COM

Food Lovers

BY LIZ GROSSMAN

MAIN COURSE
SEARED HALIBUT FILLET WITH CITRUS VINEGAR GARNISHED
WITH FRESH MA NDARINS AND BLACKBERR IES
Throw together ...
2 tbsp. sesame oil (Oriental preferred)
1 tbsp. chopped fresh thyme
1 tbsp. chopped fresh marjoram
Four 6 oz. halibut fillets
1 cup fish stock or bottled clam juice
1/2 cup dry white wine
1 cup orange juice
2 tbsp. fresh lemon juice

1 tbsp. fresh lime juice
1 tbsp. Minced and peeled ginger
4 tsp. honey
3 tbsp. chilled butter
Salt and pepper
1 pint blackberries
1 can of mandarin segments

Mix oil, thyme and marjoram in a glass dish. Add fish and turn to coat, sprinkle with
salt and pepper.
Cover with plastic and keep in fridge to marinade for about two hours.
Boil stock and wine together and reduce until 3/4 cups (about 9 min.).
Add orange, lemon and lime juice, ginger and honey. Reduce until 2/3 cups remain
(about 12 min.).
Set aside.
Heat non-stick skillet over high heat (not smoking hot, but close to it). Cook fillet,
presentation side down (the side with the herbs). (Note: Be careful to hold the skillet
away from you or you could get sprayed with hot oil!)
Only turn fish once. When the fish gets stuck, let it stay (Note from Ivan: To know when the
fish is properly seared, pretend it can talk. If it's stuck, it's saying don't flip me! When it
becomes unstuck, it's time to flip . Just shake pan, it should slide away from you.).
Cook halibut until firm and opaque in the center (about two minutes per side).
Finish in oven (skillet and all) at 400F for about 30 sec.
Bring sauce to a simmer. Remove from heat and add butter. Whisk just until butter has
melted and is smooth . Spoon sauce over fish and serve.
Garnish with mandarin segments and blackberries.
*Make sure your skillet can go in the oven, no rubber pieces!
DESSERT
WHITE CHOCOLATE " POTS DE CREME " WITH FRESH RASPBERRIES
Throw together ...
3 large eggs
1/2 cup Half and Half
1 tsp. vanilla extract
1 cup 1 percent milk
3 oz. white chocolate cut in 1-inch pieces
1/3 cup granulated sugar

18 fresh raspberries
6 mint leaves for garnish
Six 4 oz. ramekins (small metal
cups)
Food processor
Preheat oven to 350'F

Place eggs in a 1 cup measure measuring cup and stir with a fork to blend .
Add Half and Half and vanilla and stir.
Heat milk in a saucepan and bring to a simmer.
In food processor, add th e white chocolate and process to chop for about 15 sec. With the
machine runn ing, add the simmering mil k in a steady stream until chocolate melts.
Add t he sugar and then the egg mixt ure to blend .
Remove foam from top of mixture and pour the rest into the ramekins.
Arrange all six ramekins in a roasting pan deep enough to hold water.
Bring 4 cups water to a boil and keep it hot.
Fi ll the roasting pan with the hot water so that it fills to half the height of the ramekins
(so only the bottom of the ramekins are getting warm) .
Bake the pan at 325 F (about 25 min.) , unti l custard is set and kn ife inserted comes out clean.
Remove from the pan and cool on a rack. May be served warm or coo l.
Garnish wit h raspberries and mint leaf.

SOUTH BY SOUTHWEST®
CONFERENCES+ FESTIVALS

DEADLINES FOR SXSW 2004 ENTRIES:
SXSW MUSIC Showcase Application:
NOVEMBER 7, 2003
SXSW FILM Call for Entries:
DECEMBER 1, 2003
SXSW INTERACTIVE Website Competition:
DECEMBER 19, 2003

APPLY ONLINE AT SXSW.COM.

SXSWEEK • MARCH 12-21, 2004
MUSIC MARCH 17-21 ·FILM MARCH 12-20 ·INTERACTIVE MARCH 12-16

I

n March 2004, over fifteen thousand participants from the music, film and internet

industries will converge at the Austin Convention Center over ten days to participate

in three distinct yet related festivals, conferences and trade shows. Since its debut in
1987, SXSW has evolved into a unique global event focused on the creative side of the
entertainment business. Designed to function on many levels, SXSW is a place to
showcase work, market products, foster relationships, discuss the future, learn and teach.
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BY JENNY SEAY AND JAN NGUYEN

Mia Park drums in a band. She also sings,
plays the guitar and hosts a Chicago public
access TV show (as the ghetto fabulous Miss
Mia) . The show is called Chic-A-Go-Go. Perhaps
you've seen it on Channel 19. It's a tripped-out
hallucinogenic party, part puppet show, part
dance extravaganza-Captain Kangaroo meets
Soul Train, with an endearing El cheapo production value that's downright irresistible. This
Korean-American woman, 33 , pony-tailed, tattooed, avowed vegetarian , is also working hard
as an indie rock musician. But she's got miles
of racial, cultural and sexist stereotypes she's
been trying to beat down in her trek as an
artist. She's not alone.
"I 'm an anal-retentive Asian woman-but I'm
not good at math and I'm not an exotic dragon
lady, " says Mia, swatting at the myriad stereotypes that buzz around her.
She 's drinking hot tea in her kitchen . The
dinette she's sitting at is metal-rimmed, circa
the 1950s. Her fridge looks like it could be
mid-century, too. An old menu hangs above the
dinette (hamburgers : 59 cents). Above this, two
black- and-white photos of rockabilly revivalists
The Stray Cats hang. Then there 's Bruce Lee,
bare-chested and resplendent, on a silk print on
another wall.
The teakettle's whistling. More tea? Mia
asks. Brad, her out-of-town pal, wants more, but
he's in the living room.
"Do you need me to come and get it?" he
calls.
"I'm not going to bring it to you, " responds
Mia . Her right bicep, ringed with tattooed
poppies, flexes as she pours scalding water into
two cups.
"People definitely prejudge me because I'm
a female and because I'm Asian," Mia says.
But it's not all barriers, all the time for her, she
admits. "I've dealt with some people who were
extremely open and extremely fair."
But still. It hasn 't been easy. Ask Jenny
Choi, of the eponymous Chicago band Jenny
Choi and the Third Shift. Or Yoko Noge, of the
illustrious the Jazz Me Blues. Or even Michelle
Cross, a kinetic singer;songwriter who's been
told by music execs to ape Top-40 Michelle
Branch, based on her looks . These AsianAmerican women know. They've stared down the
submissive , the passive , the quiet and meek,
the sex-kitten, the dragon lady, the exotic Asian
woman myths; they've battled cultural expectations; and they've refused to sell out and sex
themselves up just to make it. It has been and
will be an uphill struggle.
The drummer for the punk/pop duo Panda
Panda (her other half is Sarah Contorer, a.k.a.
Sarah C.), Mia turned to music when she was
19, while she was putting herself through
college. Her family was hardly thrilled and, to
this day, hasn't seen her play drums live, even
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once. In fact, her mother and father have only
grudgingly attended one of her performances.
Mia explains , "I was playing keyboards in a
band called The Baltimores , and they came to
see the show. And my dad literally got sick
watching me on stage. As soon as I was done1 didn't even have time to break down the
stage-my mom came up to the stage and said,
'Oh, Daddy got a stomachache . We really have
to go."'
But Mia keeps going herself, despite her
family. Her pick-up gig, Rock Mime World, has
her also drumming for a rock-band-cum-mime.
It's definitely a stretch from her punkjrockabilly/
New Wave leanings, but what else can you
expect from a woman who has crafted a career
out of defying expectations? Mia's unspoken
mantra: Fuck it.

"I HAVE A
REALLY BIG MOUTH,
AND I FREAK PEOPLE
OUT BECAUSE I
AM VERY OPINIONATED.
I AM THE QUEEN OF
CONFRONTATION.
I HAVE ALWAYS BEEN
THE ASIAN GIRL WHO
WAS TOO OUTSPOKEN
FOR ASIAN GUYS TO
WANT TO MARRY, BUT
I'VE ALSO BEEN THE
SAME ASIAN GIRL WHO
WAS WARY OF
MEN WITH BAD ASIAN
FETISHES.
II

-JENNY CHOI

Matt Rucins, talent manager at Schubas, says
Mia's legacy in the Chicago world of indie rock
is unquestionable. "She 's probably one of the
most active people in the Chicago music scene.
She's very political, is involved in causes and is
a really well-rounded individual, " Rucins says.
To be sure , when Mia's not playing music or
hosting a show, she 's out advocating. One
glance at her e-mail newsletter, Kick Ass,
confirms this. Want to see a show? Adopt a
pet? Protest a pre-emptive strike on North
Korea? See Mia's newsletter. As the former
Asian-American cultural ambassador for the Old
Town School of Folk Music, she booked a cool

series called "Rising: Asian-American Sounds
of Chicago ." And this summer, she again championed the Asian music scene during Columbia
College 's Center for Asian Arts and Media's
Woman Warrior Festival.
The festival, conceived by the Center's
forward-thinking executive director-Nancy Tomis in its second incarnation. A bi-annual event,
the Woman Warrior Festival celebrates all things
Asian women create, whether it's music, films,
performance art, or even a business. "I knew
there wasn't anything like [the festival] and I
said, you know, we Asian-American women all
have a voice, " says Tom. "We have all made
contributions, and we all have problems like
everyone else, but no one's really addressed
this."
A week-long event in June, the festival kicked
off with thought-provoking panels, cutting-edge
film screenings , a voltaic art exhibit, a boisterous
spoken word performance-among other ·
things-to spotlight the wide accomplishments
of Asian, Pacific Islander and Asian-American
women. It's a spectacular ass-kick of an event
that puts the Asian woman front and center and
tells the age-old stereotypes to go to hell.
At the Woman Warrior Fest, Mia is the moderator of a panel discussion-sponsored by
Gravity-called "Girl Power and the Image of
Asian Women in Pop Culture ," in which Jenny
Choi, Yoko Noge and Michelle Cross-and Mia ,
too-all ponder this question: How do you feel
Asian women are perceived in pop culture?
Their answer? The four face the room of mostly
Asians and answer, rapid-tiredly: They're tired of
being objectified and hypersexualized. " It's so
disheartening to me that people look at Asian
women as petite whores," says Jenny, citing the
sick number of porn hits that pop up after
typing "Asian woman" into a search engine.
Yoko Noge agrees that when it comes to Asian
females, sex sells. " In Japanese [pop] culture, I
always see these cute, tiny girls who are very
manufactured and very replaceable," says Yoko.
Mia 's previous band, Kim , was forged to
fend off the Asian woman cliche. " I definitely
started Kim to fight [those] stereotype[s]," Mia
says. "We happened to be tiny. Some of us
happened to have long hair. We're Asian; we
can't help that. We knew we were cute, we
knew we were bubbly. And that's part of the
stereotype of Asian women . But that's us. " She
wasn't about to change who she was because
of ignorance.
Jenny Choi , 24, feels that her upbeat personal ity and fresh-scrubbed appearance makes
people think she does bubble gum music. "I 'm
so sick of seeing people go: Jenny Choi, pop
star," she says.
As a singer/songwriter, Jenny specializes in
melodic hooks and emotional lyrics. Her husband,

THEY'VE STARED
DOWN THE SUBMISSIVE,
THE PASSIVE, THE QUIET
AND MEEK, THE SEXKITTEN, THE DRAGON
LADY, THE EXOTIC ASIAN
WOMAN MYTHS;
THEY'VE BATTLED
CULTURAL EXPECTATIONS;
AND THEY'VE REFUSED
TO SELL OUT AND SEX
THEMSELVES UP JUST TO
MAKE IT.

Phillip Stone , is the drummer in her band , Jenny
Choi and The Third Shift (bassist Tony Aronica
rounds out the lineup). When she 's not rocking,
she 's at suburban Wheeling High School , teaching English.
Mistake not. Jenny's not some mild-mannered
teacher; she is a cerebral and fierce artist. When
she speaks about something she cares deeply
about, she drops her eyes. But that's not
because she 's meek. "My Asian-American male
friends would always tell me that I would never
get married because I was too weird and unconventional. Basically, I think they meant I was too
headstrong, " remembers Jenny of the cultural
expectations she butted heads with when she
was younger. "I have a really big mouth, and I
freak people out because I am ve ry opinionated.
I am the queen of confrontation. I have always

been the Asian girl who was too outspoken for
Asian guys to want to marry, but I've also been
the same Asian girl who was wary of men with
bad Asian fetishes ." (One fetish she really hates:
men who think of Asian women as both "super
pure virgin[s] on the outside, but in the bedroom,
they're supposedly whores ." )
Of course, she never wants to be pigeonholed
as one bad stereotype or another. That could be
why Jenny has such a penchant for goofiness.
She talks about hemorrhoids on her website; parodies chef Emeril Lagasse onstage (can you hear
her shout, " Let 's take it down a notch! " to the
audience?); and narrows her eyebrows in a mock
threatening fashion when she sees a reporter
scribbling notes at one of her solo performances . Maybe this bluntness is her way of handling
her traditional Korean upbringing.

Left to Right: Yoko Noge, Michelle Cross
and Jenny Choi at the Heartland Cafe.

For a time there , her parents resisted her
decision to front an indie-rock trio, but they're
more accepting of it. Her upbringing, though , has
affected her in ways she finds amusing. "I got
married recently and during the reception , I was,
like [to her husband Phillip], don 't kiss me in
front of my famil y, " she says.
Like Mia, Jenny also advocates passionately
for Asian representation in the music scene. In
the process , she wants to help shatter that
other insidious stereotype of Asian-Americansthe silent model minority (Asian-Americans have
all pulled themselves up by the bootstraps, settled comfortably in the bourgeois class and are
making it and not rocking the boat. Sounds
good , huh?) . She organized this summer's AIRAsians in Rock-tour, a dual-coast trek that
received coverage in papers such as The New
York Daily News and The L.A . Times . The tour
included Mia 's band, Panda Panda, as well as
other Asian-American artists from both coasts.
"The Asian faces in indie rock are really hidden ,"
says Jenny. "They are usually embedded in primarily Caucasian bands with very Caucasian
names. " She thinks this is fine, but, reallywhen was the last time anyone mentioned
Asians and indie rock in the same breath? "I
just wish they had more voice and visibility
because there are so many Asians out there
making incredible , innovative music ," Jenny
says.
Some of the more commercially successful
bands with Asian women include acts like Cibo
Matta [two Japanese expats whose bassist is
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Sean Lennon] . " I like the way they phrase
things ," Michelle Cross exclaims, hiking up her
long-limbed frame on the chair, during the panel
discussion, as she and the three other Woman
Warriors run down the list of Who 's Who of
Asian and Asian-American women in music and
pop culture. "There 's also groups like Puffy
[Puffy AmiYumi , a J-pop duo] who are fun ," Mia
points out. But, dammit, who else is there? "Is
Margaret Cho the only Asian-American in the
mainstream? " asks Jenny exasperatedly. No ,
they think of Lucy Liu, but instantly agree that,
despite her college degree in Asian studies , the
Charlie's Angels star doesn 't do much to highlight issues facing Asian-American women. And
is it even her responsibility? Mia didn 't think so .
" Do we relegate ourselves to a small role ," asks
Jenny, "or do we commodify our ethnicity?"
Yoko admits that sometimes heritage may be
used for marketing purposes. "If I am a brand .of
an Asian woman , that's fine , because if I do a
good job , I can raise the standard or people's
awareness about Asian women ," she concludes .
Giant Robot is a pop culture magazine covering everything Asian and hip, with an everexploding readership. The L.A.-based publication
is co-edited by Eric Nakamura and Martin Wong.
In their magazine , they try to subvert the stereotypes by presenting a larger range of Asian and
Asian-American women. "Although cultural
awareness has improved in America over the
last few decades , it can still [be] tough to be an
Asian , probably worse in some ways if you
happen to be a woman ," Wong says. "It's true

that Asian and Asian-American actresses have
pretty lame roles in Hollywood, leading to exotic
and unrealistic stereotypes ."
An Osaka transplant, Yoko Noge is an elegant,
animated musician , and at 46 , the most experienced of the four women on the Woman Warrior
panel. When she was a teenager in Japan , Yoko
listened to American folk music, spiritual songs
and such. " But one day a friend of mine brought
me an Elmore James [slide guitarist/singer]
record . And when I heard his music, something
just hit me , gave me a chill through the spine ,"
Yoko says.
This tingling was still reverberating when
Yoko finished college , in Osaka at Ohtemon
Gakuin Daigaku , and formed The Yoko Blues
Band. She became something of a sensation in
Japan, where her hit single, "The Dirty Old Man
on the Train ," sold over 50 ,000 copies. "You
could say that in a way she was an early advocate of women's rights," says her husband Clark
Dean, who plays sax in her band , the Jazz Me
Blues. The single refers to Yoko 's one-time runin with a dirty old man on a crowded train; she
wrote the song expressing indignation on behalf
of herself and all women.
But Japan 20 years ago wasn 't ready for
her-or anyone like her-to sing the blues. " Not
many young Japanese gi rls were singing that
type of music-blues music-at the time .
Probably even now, too , [it 's] viewed as antiestablishment. " So , at age 26 , Yoko decided to
leave her native country. Intent on experiencing

the "real " blues scene, she relocated to
Chicago. This young Japanese woman , new to
the country and the city, made her way along
West Side streets to blues clubs like Mary' s
Lounge and Domino Lounge. She was surprised
to find a warm and welcoming audience. The
patrons at these run-down establishments universally embraced her. " I told them that I was a
singer in Japan , an.d they said , 'Sing,"' remembers Yoko . "They were really open-armed and, to
this day, I really appreciate that openness."
It's hard to imagine this diva-yes, diva
because she exudes directness, conviction,
assurance-anywhere beyond the piano bench,
but her offstage life involves newspaperwriting.
Yoko is the Chicago Bureau correspondent for
the Japanese financial paper Nihon Keizai
Shinbun , where she has worked for 16 years.
She also serves as co-chair for the Chicago;
Osaka Sister Cities program and she is heavily
involved in the Asian American Jazz Festival.
And , of course , she is the matron for the members of her band , the Jazz Me Blues. "I cannot
play music with people I don 't really care for, "
she says of her bandmates-Tatsu Aoki, Jimmy
Ellis , Avreeayle Ra and John Watson , all of
whom she considers family. "Some people don 't
mind playing with any kind of assholes, but I
don't like it. It doesn't work. "
A second-year student in Columbia's Art and
Media Management department, Michelle
Cross, at 26, knows very well what works for
her and what doesn 't. Early on , she realized she
was destined for music . " My piano was my
friend ," she explains. When she was 13, she
and her family moved from Japan-where she
was born-to suburban Chicago . It was a prickly
transition for Michelle. "When I first moved to
the States , those awful girls , in those Bennetton
shirts [at school] would come and do this thing
to me , [where they 'd mock] 'chi chi chi chong
chong ching ching chong.' And it just broke my
heart every time. "
A natural loner, she retreated into her music .
Doubling up on lessons , she considered becoming a concert pianist, but then, one day-in the
early '90s , she heard Joni Mitchell and P.J.
Harvey for the very first time. "It [their music]
was all around me and I'm like , man , this is
really badass! Those are the kind of people that
made me think for the first time-maybe this is
someth ing I can do ," says Michelle , who possesses a quality of something like an unpopped ,
shaken can of soda-ready to burst, sparkling.
She talked her parents into using her college

fund to record a demo , the lyrically intimate My
Name is Not Cinderella. "It was my fi rst stepping
stone. I put it out and all of a sudden , I was
named in Rolling Stone [Oct. 1999, rollingstone.
com] . I won Garageband.com , and all this attention was starting to fall on me, " she says .
Michelle scored meetings with three of the
five major record labels , but none of them felt
she was commercial enough to be a success.

"ANYTIME I WOULD
TRY TO BE SOMETHING
OTHER THAN MYSELF,
THE MUSIC SUCKED AND
PEOPLE COULD SEE
RIGHT THROUGH IT."
-MICHELLE CROSS

" Every time they were like, 'You don 't have a hit
song, we need you to write songs like this.' And
I actually went as far as working with a songwriter to try and write that hit song. It was just
so lame , man ," says Michelle. " I tried to put
that [pop] formula in there, and anytime I would
try to be something other than myself, the
music sucked and people could see right
through it. "
Michelle refuses to pander to the music
industry's command for conformity ever again.
One label rep wanted to commodify her halfJapanese , half-American background , and infuriated her when he said, "Oh, Michelle Branch is
part Asian, and she 's successful. Why don 't you
try to be more like her? "
She concluded that she 'd be better off on
her own , and since then , she 's devoted herself
to creating art that means something to her.
One pet project is her rock opera, written in the
vein of Broadway theater. "The music is just
great and it has a real classical essence to it,"
says Michelle. Her other love is cutting out
paper dolls. She's really good at it-so good,
in fact, that on a recent sweaty August night,
she exhibited her work at the uber-trendy Echo
Galler y in Bucktown. It was a bit of an odd
juxtaposition at the show; there was Michelle 's
intricate little cutouts, paper tapestries that
fused grandmother's lacework with cartoon
people with huge eyes. Cool stuff, to be sure.
But with a few other exceptions, Michelle 's
outstanding showing was surrounded by a sea
of testosterone-juiced art-comic book fanboy

paintings straight off the cover of Heavy Metal,
soft-core porn airbrush rend erings that exuded
monumental talent and monumental female
stereotypes . It seems that when Michelle finally
eludes the old Asian expectations , she still, like
all women , has to deal with misogyny, machismo
and frat-boy bullshit.
It's these ignorant attitudes that Mia , Michelle ,
Jenny and Yoko constantly encounter as AsianAmericans and, more broadly, as women.
They're helping to educate their audiences and
fellow musicians by making music their way.
Jenny says , "I've resolved that I want to create
art that I'm proud of and that is truly representative of my truths. Anything else isn't worth it
to me ."
Nancy Tom , 70 , feels the Woman Warrior
Festival is helping to dispel some of the
unwarranted stereotypes , and she knows it's
young people who will lead the charge . " Here I
am , the executive director, but because of the
age difference , the generation difference , as I
educate, I am being educated. And I think it's
absolutely wonderful because you can 't live in
the past. "
One classic Chicago summer night-trees all
astirring green , lake breeze oscillating about,
neighbors reclining on shady front porches-the
foursome played the Heartland Cafe for the
aptly-titled , Gravity-sponsored performance
"Asian Women Who Rock in Chicago. " The
charming, throwback-to-the- '60s venue, nestled
under the elevated train tracks, was stand ing
room only. On some of the Heartland ' s walls
were anti-establishment posters; one had the
American flag with the words "These colors
don 't run the world. " On this night, it was all
creeds and colors shoehorned into a tiny farnorthside establishment. But while the event
was all about the accomplishments of AsianAmerican women, to a degree, once Mia took
the stage , guitar in hand , followed by Jenny on
her Yamada piano , and then a performance by
Michelle , shoeless and foot-stomping, and a
Blues-laden finale by Yoko-no one cared about
race. Art rises above all that. And , for a brief
moment on a Chicago summer night, stereotypes vanished. g
In the in terest of full disclosure, Gravity Feature Editor Jan
Nguyen served as co-chair of the 2003 Woman Warrior Fes tival.
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Michigan Avenue, once prized worldwide for its architecture, is prized now by multinationals as a
runway for corporate iconography. Check out the citadels to logo love , the inflated cartons of corporate faith, behemoths like Niketown , Gap, Disney, Virgin Megastore, Eddie Bauer, American Girl
Store, even the recently truncated Sony store.
Watching the figures eddying along the Boulevard prompts the thought: Are we taking more away
than brand identity, retailed cool in an oversized sack? How essential are brands in and of themselves? The most compelling manifestation may be the new Apple store. Are its disciples after a
sensation of cool or an efficient tool that happens to be lovingly designed? The Friday night it
opened at the end of June, Mac devotees had been lined up in lawn chairs for a day and a half.
Recently, on a steaming evening in late August a few days before the introduction of the supersouped up Apple G5, a different rhythm 's been established. Outside , it's over 90 degrees, the
doors are wide open, A/C and iTunes music blasting out onto the sidewalk like stores in tropical,
humid Hong Kong. The pale cement-paneled far;ade bears only a story-high cutout of the Apple logo
looking onto the store's second floor. There are oversized graphics of the inside of the yet-to-beadopted G5 box, and passersby seem to be strolling inside its very innards.
On the store's Huron cross-street, horse drawn carriages queue, up to five at a time, and from
this perspective, like the nearby Museum of Contemporary Art, the building looks as much like a
box of computer equipment-or even another building-might be shipped inside. (It once housed a
Gap store.) The circulating crowds inside, working with a computer platform that boasts only a twopercent market share, may see themselves like the buggy drivers, 21st century Luddites, intrigued
by the most advanced technology that seems to simplify one's work and play. But what about the
other 98 percent, who think Mac seems too pricey, too precious, too pretentious?
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IN VIRTUALLY ANY OTHER BUSINESS, EVEN IN
HEAD SHOP OR ABERCROMBIE & FITCH, IT
SEEMS THERE ARE MORE SARTORIAL RULES.
HERE? THE APPLE-FLECKED T-SHIRT RULES.

More than a dozen sales associates circulate on the floor. The place is always buzzing.
On the ground floor of this two-story sales area,
beneath a Citizen Kane-like skylight, light floods
the airy space, furnished with a chrome and
blonde birds'-eye maple and translucent glass.
It would resemble an ooh-and-aww-worthy San
Francisco wine bar if not for all the people.
There 's the same attentive glee on the faces of
customers and employees, and taking in the
entire floor you notice that as much, if not
more, than the 70-odd computers rigged to
demonstrate different applications and interfaces with different products and gizmos. The
employees stand out from the crowd with their
black shirts with a Terminator sequel-like G5
logo on the back, some wearing Birkenstocks,
or khaki shorts and Adidas without socks. The
T-shirts seem the only dress code , which is
also striking. In virtually any other business,
even in a head shop or Abercrombie & Fitch , it
seems there are more sartorial rules . Here?
The Apple-flecked T-shirt rules.
A day earlier, PC-based worms on the
Internet had slowed traffic worldwide, and
Canadian aviation had been shut down. There 's
a murmur among the aficionados as well as the
fascinated walk-ins: Do these things get viruses? The fact that they seldom do becomes
more than a selling point, but an essential difference . (It could turn out to be the viral aspect
that will make the Mac 's market share leap.)
In the second-floor auditorium between free
demonstrations by employees and guests, promas loop at the moment; Bono is on the big
screen in the back, clutching an iPod to his
chest , praising iTunes. (There's also a third-floor
training studio upstairs where you can take
cheap application-specific courses.)
More than loving Mac, it seems the employees love the job, as if it's an ongoing conversation all shift long with people who share interests . Gray Rothkopf, the Service Business
Manager, with a therapeutically reassuring
smile , says he loves the work for many reasons, including the fact he's "a nosy kind of
guy, interested in all kinds of people, learning
about them from learning about the way they
use our products. "
Scott, tall with a smudge of a goatee, is
greeting customers as they enter. I ask how
many Columbia grads or students he knows at
the store, and he tells me , "This place is just
filled with Columbia people! " His store gig is
usually teaching digital moviemaking in the private studio classes on the third floor, and he
intends to return to Columbia 's TV department.
Like most of the employees , he has a colorful
and diverse background beyond computers,
including working three years as a paramedic
before finding his way to Apple. It's part of the
company's interview process: finding employees
who are multiply motivated, who have lives
beyond their laptop. "You don 't want to have to

manage people ," Rothkopf says. "The way not
to manage people is to insure that you 've got
quality people to begin with. Most managers
spend 80 percent of their time managing 20
percent of their staff, the ones having problems. Our team? Awesome. Makes your job a
lot easier. "
The sales associates ' enthusiasm is less
cultish than you might expect. It's rather genuine and makes you wonder, why does happiness with a workplace or a product have to be
such a rarity? One associate told me, "A customer today asked how to download images
from his video camera to his computer. I
showed him, and he said, 'But there 's a trick,
right? Show me how to make it work at home.'
He couldn't believe it was that simple. It's not
difficult to demonstrate the virtues of products
like that. "

services for a fee. If you eavesdrop on interactions , it seems like group therapy. Scoot, a
petite New Orleans native with an outrageous
background , describes an almost Socratic
technique of helping the customer stumble
through the problem, not necessarily letting on
how much they know, more so letting them
work their way through it. " I think that 's how
computers are designed ," she says. " Finding
your own path through them ." She laughs.
"That may be a little Zen ."
While the staff is mostly younger, the customers are of all ages and pursuits. A small ,
older woman hikes her emerald iMac that
matches her linen pantsuit up onto the sleek
counter. A sailor sets his shiny white iBook next
to his starched white cap. A tall cop in sturdy
bulletproof asks how to get the Final Cut Pro
upgrade for video editing, even though he still

THE WAY THAT EACH PROBLEM FINDS ITS OWN MR. OR MS.
FIX-IT REMINDS ME OF NEIGHBORHOOD HARDWARE STORES,
WHERE THE GUY IN THE BACK COULD TELL YOU HOW TO
REPAIR, NAIL DOWN OR GREASE UP ANYTHING.
Along with the auditorium on the second
floor, there 's Apple 's first free Internet section ,
for customers who just want to drop in and get
a fix on one of the 14 stations. Here's where
the store seems more like a tourist Mecca ,
with Russian, Italian and Polish being spoken,
the Safari browser pulldown menus revealing
histories in several languages. (Including tracks
left by the Italian visitor interested in "sex, "
"Chicago " and "strippers ." )
There 's a kid 's zone, peopled by intent,
bright-eyed little gamers with acute posture.
Then there's the Genius Bar, the largest in any
of Apple's stores , 42 feet long with almost 20
stools for customers to bring their beefs . A
quartet of 16x9 screens loop tips and quotations , such as "Plato is my friend , Aristotle is
my friend , but my best friend is truth ," by Isaac
Newton . And "I do not fear computers. I fear
the lack of them ," attributed to Isaac Asimov.
Brushed aluminum nuclei ring the words
"Genius Bar. " It's essentially a customer service
counter, with the kind of post-jet set decor rife
in chic new restos. There 's almost always
someone on duty who knows what the customer 's going to need . "It makes it easier for
the customer," Scott observes , which seems
true in the interactions I observed over several
weeks . You 're routed to a specialist instead of
having to describe your problems like a
hypochondriac to a nurse. There's also an
ambience of quiet reassurance. It's like the old
retail adage, look busy and people come to
you : They think you 're the one with the expertise.
Problem diagnoses are free , with other

hasn 't taken the old version out of the shrinkwrap . A kid in a stroller looks up at Dad in awe
as he spews specs to a sales associate. The
way that each problem finds its own Mr. or Ms.
Fix-it reminds me of neighborhood hardware
stores, where the guy in the back could tell you
how to repair, nail down or grease up anything.
"People who work on the Genius Bar all have
different talents and each person focuses on
one thing, " Scott tells me. Most of the sales
associates have always been Apple owners, but
his employment came from a critical insight. "I
was basically walking down Michigan Avenue ,
and I said to myself, they're opening a store?
They 'll need employees. "
Dave finished the Columbia film program in
August. ("All finished! " he says , smiling.) He's
perfecting a cuddly Jesus look , with curly hair
and beard , khaki shorts and Adidas without
socks under the black tee . "You can just end
up talking to a customer about what matters to
both of you. You discover things . People walk in
here, they're in awe, if they're PC people,
they're amazed at how different Macs are, and
Mac people find out new applications." Dave
lived in the suburbs , and came into the city to
work on promotional campaigns , mostly for
Truth , the anti-smoking crusade . As a kid , he
thought PCs were cool, since all his friends
were gamers with games he couldn 't play. But
now that he needs tools , he can 't complain.
Apple also gives him latitude, such as to take
an upcoming freelance editing gig coming in
Montreal-he says , "they're supportive " about
letting employees shift schedules.
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And the customers? He thinks for a long moment. There are no
tales to tell: "I haven't seen too many unhappy customers. "
"We try to make a solution, the store is about making solutions for people that respond to their needs, " Scott says. "Not
every question is about hardware. Some are about very special
forms of software or a new application, a new use, that the customer has discovered for themselves." Still, he continues, "The
majority of problems are single-answer questions that require
expertise, but it's straightforward. "
Scoot's background is anything but straightforward, and
seems to be emblematic of an idealized Mac sales associate or
user. She 's wearing two-tone hair and flame-licked black bikers
boots. She worked for UPN and NBC as a news editor, doing
graphic design, and trained as a sushi chef. "Full-fledged, fullytrained by Japanese men," she says. She moved to Chicago two
years ago to do improv, but also had a job in cellular and molecular biology, which she has her degree in, as well as a stint at a
comics store. "I did biomed research for a millisecond," she
says, but, "when even a glimmer of hope to work at Apple came
up, I jumped on it." I joke, is that because of the discount?
"Honestly, that's what most of us probably say. " No one's said
that, actually. " I've been here two years. I said if I stayed in
Chicago one more year with the cold and whatnot, being from
the South, y'know, Apple would be a good reason to get out in
the cold. It wasn 't science, it wasn't microcellular biology that
made me stay." g
The Apple store is at 679 N. Michigan,
or virtually at apple.comjretailj
northmichiganavenuejgalleryl.html.
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At the same exact time , Mrs. Madden , Mike 's
mom , got her divorce finali zed and she finally
lost it, and one day, while we were in her
kitchen, smoking, she said to Mike and me ,
"That's it. I'm giving up the both of you as
human beings." She said, "Fine. If you want to
be anti-social, fine. If you all want to grow up
without any prospects , it doesn't bother me in
the least. " So now we can smoke dope in her
basement as long as we don 't do something
stupid like trying to drive later. And no fucking
around, as she put it, between boys and girls .
We can have girls down there but no going all
the way. That was her term inology. No going all
the way. If either of you guys get a girl pregnant, you'll be out on your ass . She said that
to me and I'm not even her kid. The bad part is
she took out all the telephones in the house
and called the phone company and they came
in and put in an actual payphone. I mean , right
on the wall, like Mike's kitchen is a bus stop or
something. So Mike doesn't hardly ever call
anybody anymore. Also , before the divorce got
signed or whatever, and before Mrs. Madden
completely flipped out, you could go over to
Mike's and dig around in his fridge for like
some leftover pizza and some Jewel-brand soda
pop, and eat it there, over the sink, standing
up, but nope, none of that now. There's a goddamn lock on the fridge. So Mike and his little
brother, Terry, who 's only 12, well , they got to
buy their own groceries or pay their mom for
meals. Seriously. Mike's older sister, Jean , who
has a big round face, the way I like a girl's
face, kind of mean and smart-mouthed, you
know the kind, the kind of girl who looks at you
like you aren 't nothing, and then makes out
with you just because she 's bored , well , Jean,
who's two years older than me and Mike, 17,
well , she saw the payphones and the lock on
the fridge and took off with the road manager
from the band REO Speedwagon, who is very
big in our neighborhood , because one of the
guys, the drummer I think, went to our high
school. Jean leaving has killed Mike, being his
older sister and all. She would buy beer for us
and tell us what girls like you to do and how to
get them to at least consider having sex with
you by saying stuff like, "I feel like you're the
only one I can say personal stuff to. " The other
night, we had two girls down in the basement,
two girls who Mike had met at the 7-11 and
who were definitely Catholic, because they
were as clean as any girls I've ever seen, not
just their hair, but the way they talked and
smoked like movie stars and even crossed and
uncrossed their legs. Well, we passed around a
bowl and the girls got high and then I had put
on " I Can't Fight This Feeling Anymore" and I
had my hand up this girl's shirt and was feeling

her up over the bra and she had her eyes
closed , like if she had her eyes closed she
wasn 't going to have to go to Confession next
Saturday or whatever Catholic girls got to do ,
and well, Mike, he just stood up suddenly and
said, "What the fuck? " and I said, "What?" and
he said , " Don't you got any goddamn consideration for my feelings , man? I asked you not to
play this record anymore, " and I said, "I don't
get it, it's a good record ," and he said to turn
that goddamn thing off unless I wanted to go in
his backyard to do my dryhumping. Which I did
not. A girl, on a couch, is a lot more likely to

and done with and never see the doofus again.
That's where I like to think I come in . Monica
Dallas. De-virginized. Kelly Madley. De-virginized. Kathy Konoplowski. Not totally de-virginized , but close.
Dorie , in our history group, is not like that.
She's smart, as smart as anyone, but not
nerdy, and she smokes, and wears the same
Iron Maiden " Lost in Time " T-shi rt everyday,
which must have been black but is gray now
and soft from being worn so often. She is tall
and skinny and has long greasy brown hair that
is cut in bangs . Fuck. No girl has bangs in our
school. They wear their fucking hair in ponytails. I mean, fuck . The last thing that gets me
about Dorie is kind of weird, but, well, she
always has hickies , you know. Which means
she fools around. I don't know. I like the idea
that she fools around and doesn't care about
it, like fucking around in high school to her is
not like getting married, which is how some
girls think of it, because I asked her, "You got
a boyfriend or something? " and she said, "No, "
and I said, "Well, what the fuck happened to
your neck? " and she said , "Some asshole
mauled me," and I said, "Somebody I know?"
and she said, "Shit, I don't even know his
name," and it was like I fell in love with her
right there maybe.
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just lie there and let you do what you want than
if you're, say, in the backseat of a car or under
her back porch . I don 't know what goes on in
thei r heads, if they just look up at the ceiling
and count the tiles or if they are thinking about
their homework assignments or imagining you
are somebody special like Scott Baio, but if you
can get them on the couch, you are half-way
there, my friend, or so I have seen .
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Dorie, the girl in our history presentation group,
is the only girl I have ever loved from afar.
Most girls I do not care enough about to spend
the time thinking about. I am not one of those
kind of guys who is particular. like Mike, who's
been in love with Lisa Hensel since fifth fucking
grade, even though everyone in the modern universe knows she 's never going to have anything to do with him, because, well, she is like
on Student Council and is always handing out
Mother's Against Drunk Driving and D.A.R.E.
buttons. I mean , come on, Mike , get over it.
There are tons of other decent-looking girls who
want some non-descript, renegade, loner-type
to de-virginize them so they can have it over

Mike's mom and dad are now definitely getting
split and the paperwork's definitely been
signed. His dad made it obvious by going out
and buying a brand new, red convertible
Cadillac, big, beautiful chrome bumpers, automatic roof recline , and Mike and I were at the
mall, killing time with this new Cop-Killer game
at the arcade and then we were outside, waiting for the bus, throwing rocks at the seagulls
and we saw his dad cruising by with some
blonde in this red convertible and they were
both laughing like they had known each other
their whole lives. Mike's dad saw us and pulled
over and said, "Get in, dudes, I'll drop you off,"
and Mike's face got all red and he said,
"Mom's supposed to pick me up, " which was a
total lie, and his dad nodded and said, "See
you later, dudes ," and pulled away and I asked
Mike, "Hey, man, are you all right?" and he just
frowned and said, "Jesus Christ. This is not
how I imagined my sophomore year going at
all, " and I said , "Yeah. Shit." And then just to
say something, I said, "Maybe we should stop
by the library and see about th is Boston
Strangler dude," and he said, "Maybe," but we
just stood there, not saying anything else , waiting for the bus, not even laughing when a group
of jun ior high kids showed up, and they all had
New Kids on the Block T-shirts on and
everything.
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Mrs. Madden, who is very thin and blonde, with
short hair, who might be hot if she wasn't so
nervous and twitchy, and well, crying all the
goddamn time, well, she has made it obvious
that the divorce has gone through by wearing
the same see-through yellow nightgown all day,

which is beginning to get dirty. Also, she has
started smoking, which she did not do before.
And drinking. Canadian Club whiskey. We were
down in the basement smoking dope and it
was late and I was going to sneak home and I
came up and Mrs. Madden was sitting on the
floor with a bottle of Canadian Club and watching Mary Tyler Moore reruns. I thought about it
as 1 was walking home. When I got there, my
dad was crashed on the couch, which is where
he has slept for the last couple of years, and
upstairs , 1 could hear my mom sewing, the
sewing machine going, at like two in the morning, and I thought nobody anywhere over the
age of 18 was glad to be living.
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At this time, I decided it would be cool to have
lines shaved into my hair, you know, like Brian
"the Boz" Bosworth from the Sooners, like
where you have long hair in the back and the
sides are short and there are lines like shaved
into the side of your head in a cool pattern. I
had seen Bosworth on TV and it looked cool so
I asked Mike to try it and he wouldn't do it. I
mean, I even went to Osco and bought a hair
trimmer kit for 20 bucks and there I am and no
one will do it and I even asked Mrs. Madden
and she said she 'd do it for 50 bucks and it
was like everything else. You get a good idea
and people go out of their way to make it hard
on you. Here, I was the one who said, let's do
our report on the Boston Strangler and Mike
won't go to the library and Dorie , like, is never
in class or at home because she's out getting
hickies from people she doesn't even know
and already, it's the weekend before the oral
report is due. So shit.

Dorie finally calls back because, well, she's
got to pass this class, like us, because she's
smart but doesn't give a fuck about school,
and so she comes over to Mike's on that
Sunday and we plan on doing the report, but
Mike, he's in a mood, and he keeps playing
"Changes" by Black Sabbath, which is a very
weak song if you don't happen to know, where
there's like a piano, a piano on a fucking Black
Sabbath song, and Ozzy kind of mumbles about
going through changes, and all Mike does is lie
on his bed, and I point out all the crazy stuff to
Dorie in Mike 's house, the payphone and lock
on the fridge, and the bowls and one-hitters
lying out in the open and she just shakes her
head and says, "Mike, your homelife is definitely fucked," and he lifts his head up from the
bed and says, "I totally know. "
"Well, what the fuck are we gonna do about
this report?" she asks. "I got two books from
the library but I don't have time to read them. I
got to be at work in like 20 minutes."
"Work? Where do you work?" I ask. "You're
only 15?"
"My dad 's restaurant. Dockie's."
"The fish place? On Kedzie? " I ask. "How
long have you been working there? "
"Si nce I was a kid. I'm the night manager."
"The night manager? You're like a kid. How
can you be the night manager?"
"My dad needed help, you know, he had
back surgery and there's nobody else so I go
there at night and help him. Plus," she says.
"This guy, Duane, the cook, he usually brings
some dope to smoke."
"Is he the guy that fucking mauls your
neck?" I ask.
She looks down and then lifts one eyebrow
and says, "Jealous?" and I say, "How old is
this dude?" and she says, "Twenty-five, " and I
look at her and realize I am so in love with her,
it is not even funny. I want to ask her right
there if she would maybe think about being my
girlfriend and she could wait until we are married before ever doing it with me, but she says,
"So what the fuck are we gonna do tomorrow?"
and 1 say, "I dunno," and then I ask, "Have you
ever cut anyone's hai r?" and she says, "My
dad's," and I say, "Do you think you can cut
lines in my hair like that football player
Bosworth?" and she says she can try and she
does it like in five minutes, right there in
Mike's basement, with my hair on the floor by
the pool table, and it looks badass when she's
done and I say, "I'll give you a couple of
bucks," and she says, "Just make sure this
report is good," and I say, "It' II be the best

fucking report Mr. Aiken has ever seen," and
it's like we're going to kiss, but we don't, which
is OK with me.

7
In the end, we opt to do a skit, because Mike
thinks it's the best way to disguise that we
have not done anything. It goes like this: Mike
is the detective telling the class about historical facts, "The year is 1962, Albert DeSalvo
works at a rubber press during the day; at
night, he tracks his quarry all over the city of
Boston," and I am the Boston Strangler, and I
have a stocking cap on because he had one on
in the book Dorie got, and Dorie is the victim,
and she is sitting at the head of class, filing
her nails and chewing gum and doing whatever
victims do before they get strangled, and right
there, I decide to do something different.
Instead of going to strangle Dorie, who is looking bored, and lovely, man, really lovely, well, I
creep up the side of the classroom and strangle Lisa Hensel, the girl Mike's been in love
with forever, and she starts screaming, but I

cover her mouth and Mike sees what I'm doing
and shouts, "The Boston Strangler has struck!
No one can tell where he will commit his evil
deeds next!" and he runs beside Lisa and
says, "Another victim of this unpredictable
killer who is impossible to predict!" and by then
I've strangled Debbie Otis, who gets the drift,
and falls out of her seat, playing dead, and Mr.
Aiken starts shouting, "OK, guys, that's
enough, that's enough," but I don't stop until I
have my hands around Dorie's neck, and it is
long, and soft, and I think I can feel her breathing, oh, God, 1 can actually feel her breathing,
and there, there are two hickies popping out of
the top of her shirt and I want to kiss her more
than anything in the world, and she can tell,
probably, because she looks up at me, and
blinks, but like a girl, with all her eyelashes,
which is something she never does, and I
decide not to murder her, and instead, well, I
just run out of the room and hang out in the
cafeteria because the lunch ladies there know
I'm cool. g
Joe Meno is a professor in the f iction writing department at Columbia College Chicago . He is the author of
Tender As Hellfire (St. Martins) and How the Hula Girl
Sings (ReganBooks). He is the winner of the 2003

Nelson Algren prize .
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In Japan, an lzagaya is a bistro type
restaurant serving traditional, mouth
watering food in a relaxed atmosphere.
Oysy follows the concept of an lzagaya.

OYSY pronounced
Oh-EE-she
'
means delicious

Oysy allows you to sample many dishes
from the traditional to the exotic and offers
only the very best of Japanese cuisine at an
affordable price. Portions are just enough to
share.The menu will change monthly to
offer items while keeping the most popular.
Oysy also offers a complete selection of
sushi, sashimi, and maki from individual
orders to chef selected combination dishes.

888 5 Michigan Avenue Chicago IL 60605 T 312 922 1127 F 312 922 4248
take out I reservations www.OYSYsushi.com ~-------------
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How to start, from conception to
your very own zine
BY JEFF FAYE
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Publishing a little magazine is like doing anything else-you
have to know what you're talking about. Pick up a diverse
cross-section of literature, read some experimental works ,
classics, Latin-American, Russian , genre fiction. And horde
magazines like a squirrel on an acorn bender. As an editor,
you may find yourself wading through submissions , and you'll
need a keen eye for what works and what doesn 't. Eventually
the pieces will thin out to a slim stack of possibilities and,
like in a game of Jenga, you'll have to know which piece to
pull and which to keep, or the whole issue may come tumbling down.

2Talk it out
3

Name your creation
It may come in a moment of clarity like it did to novelist and Columbia
Fiction Prof Joe Meno. Looking at the tired, lifeless masses of people
heading home on the El one night, Meno realized he wanted to give
them a surprise, a free magazine full of "stories that were kind of
dreamy, strange, wonderful-a kind of antidote to the curse of waking
sleep." Sleepwalk was on the tip of his tongue.
Titles may not always come in an instant. "Fume was our fifth or
sixth choice," says Simon Smith, my co-publisher, of his new project.
"We had to keep looking up names on the Internet until we found one
that wasn't taken already. "
Pick a title that will arouse the curiosity of readers and, in some
way, represent your publication. "Monkeyballz" may sound exceedingly
clever, but it's not going to send the right message for a little magazine pumped full of serious literature.

s Get people to submit
Glasshouse started out of a writers' group, so it wasn't hard
to drum up the first round of submissions. But after the initial
run, we decided to open up the magazine. This wasn't a huge
problem, considering the talent pool at Columbia. A big thing is
word of mouth. Plaster the world with handbills and posters
calling for submissions. If you make a habit of asking people,
the responses will be there. "Sometimes I write particular
authors I've seen in magazines ," says Dills , "or others I like ,
referring them to the publication itself."
For the third issue of Glasshouse, we decided to advertise
on a writers ' website. What we got was a maxed-out e-mail
inbox full of every kind of writer-from Dragonlady666 to
Bob8. Picking through the hundreds of submissions, Simon
found only one piece we could publish. While the Internet is a
great place to get the word out about your magazine , if you 're
seeking submissions , stay local.

Before one word is written or one page is designed, you need
to plot your publication out. Who is your audience? What is
the overall look of your zine? What kind of voice will it have?
It is vital that you map your entire issue out as completely
and thoroughly as humanly possible. Talk it out with friends.
Ruminate over it on long walks. Sketch out the first issue
doing your best to approximate what will go on ea~h p~ge
from the front cover to the back cover and everythmg Inbetween. What stories will go up front? What will go in back?
How long can the stories be? All of this will help you when
you start looking for stories. It will also prevent your zine
from appearing like a total train wreck

4Find cash
Depending on your cashflow situation, this could be challenging. Going to some stranger and asking him for money is never
easy. Be determined. "Sleepwalk takes a direct approach, "
says Meno. "The thing is, we're pretty clear on what we want to
do, and we love it, and if you make that clear to someone with
money, you can sometimes win them over with your passion. "
Matt Richmond, publisherj senior editor of The Tap, went
after the advertisers of Barfly, a local bar scene paper, when it
went belly-up. Or you can do it on the cheap, like Todd Dills
who publishes THE2NDHAND , with donations and his own
money. Its layout-one broad sheet divided into four pagesdoesn't cost what a 32-paged book would.
Now, if you can't pay, beg, or borrow... get a grant. One popular grant Columbia students can go for is the Weisman. Both
Sleepwalk and Lux were able to print their first issues, thanks
to the Weisman. Getting a grant isn't so difficult, according to
Lux editor Tony Luce. "I dressed up , presented my plan , and
answered a lot of questions. There wasn't a whole lot to it,"
Luce said.
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Lay it out

6

So you 've got help, money, and you've picked out several good
pieces. Now, how do you get through the daunting task of layout?
A popular program for piecing together any publication is
QuarkXPress. Not only is it fast, easy to use and compatible
with almost any printer's machines, students can get a copy for
about a third ($300-400) of its regular price. There are even
free online courses for beginners. Or try Adobe lnDesign. While
not as widely used or compatible as Quark , lnDesign, say some
graphic designers, is easier to use. It costs almost as much as
Quark. Always download trial versions of each program before
making a decision.
Pricy layout programs aren't the only solution. If you must,
use your word processing program and a copy machine. You
may not win beauty awards, but you 'll have extra beer money.
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Get a printer
Shop around, get familiar with different paper weights, sizes
and know what you want. Don't go over the top with expensive
paper. Conversely, don't be cheap. And always get samples of a
prospective printer's work. We learned this lesson after a trophy
shop owner printed the second issue of Glasshouse-some
pages were smeared and, worse, the cover resembled an old
newspaper that had been flushed down the toilet.
Before you send the final version to the printer, have someone who isn 't on staff take a look at the magazine. You 'll be
surprised what a pair of fresh eyes can see. Also, request galleys or proofs from the printer, to avoid any confusion or complication that may arise during the printing process.

g

Disseminate and
distribute
The zines are back from the printer, you've spent an awestruck
half hour inspecting your creation, and now it's time to unleash it
on the public. Place stacks in favorite cafes, restaurants, bookstores, mag-friendly bars and shops where you think the clientele
will pick up your publication; don 't put too many in one spotspread the love. Get an agreement from all proprietors first, so
your publication doesn 't end up in some back-alley dumpster. Of
course , take them to events , hand them out, carry a stack around
with you; if you see someone who looks bored, never hesitate to
hand a copy off. Always take some when you go out to bars-it'll
give you something to talk about. Make sure anyone who takes out
an ad gets a bigger stack than those who didn't. Advertisers will
tout your zine because they're in it.
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a Put friends to work
The first ru~ may be utterly confusing. However, a little help
from your fnends can make something that seems impossible a hell of a lot easier. Use friends, acquaintances and
don't be afraid to pepper help-wanted signs all over. ~ome
c~~ drop off issues , some can copy edit. Pay attention and
Utilize people's strengths. Don 't have a friend who failed
Fres,hman _English copy editing your zine. Don 't have a pal
~ho s forbidden _from stepping foot in the Rainbo drop your
Issues off at Said location. Don't have the girl with taste you
kmdly refer to as "quirky" on layout. You get the point.

10 Get ready for another
Maintain any acquaintances or friendships you
made with the first issue and start working on your
second. Sever all ties to the various slackers and
freeloaders who suctioned on along the way. Talk
to people you see reading your zine and keep talking about it. Soon enough , if you keep it up, the
job gets much easier. g

Can~findthebookyouneed?

come check us out first

Chicago's largest used bookstore

Specializing in quality used and remaindered books in
all academic and scholarly fields.
We also have more fiction, poetry, art,
and photography books than most any
chain store (and at much cheaper prices).

Three locations in the city:
1501 E. 57th Street 773-955-7780
828 S. Wabash Ave. 312-341-0748
2850 N. Lincoln Ave. 773-248-1444

www.powellschicago.com

DEMOCRATIC CONVENTIONS

BY FRANK SENNETT
PHOTOGRAPHY BY JOHN SHEARER

Fiction Department founder John Schultz's storied invention turns 35
John Schultz brought his Story Workshop
approach to Columbia College in 1966, two
years after developing it in a Mexican garden. To
mark the 35th anniversary of the Columbia
Fiction Department he later founded, we asked
the professor emeritus to recount the evolution
of an instructional method that integrates spoken
and written language, as well as a sense of
audience and performance, into a creative writing
process that welcomes all students. This revolutionary take on the teaching of writing later
spawned the award-winning student anthology,
Hairtrigger, which has gone on to win top national
honors year after year. In our conversation,
Schultz also looked back on his own coverage of
the 1968 Democratic Convention in Chicago and
discussed the lessons those tumultuous days
still hold .
Gravity: How did the Story Workshop Method
come about?

John Schultz: It took me by surprise. I was sitting
in a very pleasant garden in Cuernavaca, Mexico ,
writing in my journal, and suddenly a number of
things that had happened to me in the past few
years all came together. These things had to do
with defining something different. They had to do
with story, voice , image and sense of audience.
I'd been reading folktales and stories that were
really not part of the mainstream of creative
writing teaching. Another one of the things that
came together was an experience o( walking into
my mother's sixth-grade classroom in Michigan,
and finding an immediate sense of excitement.
She was using the four corners of the classroom
for four different groups, and then she had a
fifth group in the middle . The only rule was that

they couldn 't do anything that would disrupt the
work of someone else. On the blackboard were
tacked poems that the children had written. As I
was walking along the blackboard reading the
poems, I saw that all of them had something
very fresh and lively. I asked her, " How did you
get this?" She said, " I told them they were free
to write whatever they wanted to write." I told
her, "Lots of teachers say that. What's remarkable is they believed you."
G: How did she get them to embrace the idea?

JS: It was mainly the sense that there was a
potential from every student and they were
allowed to enjoy the audience of the class. That
was unusual. People tended to deny that there
was writing potential for everybody. It was a
special skill that some people could develop and
others couldn't.
G: When you returned to Chicago, how did the
Story Workshop program start?

JS : It started May 14, 1965. We met in a living
room on Lincoln Avenue and then later in a basement on Armitage, which achieved a kind of
legendary status in Story Workshop mythology. It
went from '65 through '66 . In the summer of
'66 , we did a Story Workshop through a federally
funded program called Operation Encouragement.
It was meant to provide high school dropouts
with enrichment in the arts. It could be anybody
who came off the street, and we didn 't ask any
questions . Actually, my workshop ended up with
a couple of rich runaways. It was in a rec room
on the first floor of one of the Cabrini-Green
buildings, and I even had a prominent Latino

gang leader in it. He sat kind of canted around
on the right-hand side of the semi-circle. I
initially was a little annoyed with him, until
someone told me he was keeping an eye on the
door. But he was eager to learn. It was exciting.
We got an awful lot done and published a book
called Summer '66, which startled the socks
off people who didn 't believe high school
dropouts could write that well. The publication
attracted a lot of attention. Mike Alexandroff at
Columbia wrote me a letter in August of 1966.
I had a very negative view of the teaching of
writing in a college, which is pretty ironical
since I ended up devoting much of my life to
teach writing meaningfully in school situations.
G: It's less ironic if you get the latitude to do
it the way you want.

JS: That's true. But the first letter I didn 't
answer, so Mike turned around and wrote a
second letter three or four weeks later. I said,
"All right, I'll go see what this guy has to say."
We had a meeting of minds on the matter of
providing educational opportunities for a broad
diversity of students. What Mike wanted to do
was revolutionary, but he didn 't have a way to
do it. The Story Workshop approach seemed to
offer a way. He was a visionary, especially in
the early days, and a prudent financial manager
at the same time. Very important combination.
The Story Workshop classes supported both
areas, and attracted attention to the college. At
first I taught class part-time. In the fall of 1967
I became chair of what was then called the
English Writing Department. Betty Shiflett came
to teach in February '67 two of the freshman
English classes using Story Workshop

Dean says he's going to take his delegates all
the way to the convention.

JS: That could be very interesting. There havebeen some parallels made between the Eugene
McCarthy candidacy in '68 and the Dean candidacy. The McCarthy campaign had an immense
impact upon the way in which parties selected
their delegates and their candidates. It placed
a tremendous emphasis on one person, one vote .
approaches, and those were very successful.
So it looked like it had the makings of a fullscale program. That 's what began in the fall of
'67 .
G: How does the Columbia Fiction Department
stack up to the competition?

JS: As a department that's very different in
core teaching approaches, it's been a vivid
example of what can be done in the teaching of
writing. We had an enormous impact, and the
program under Randy Albers' leadership and a
faculty oriented toward the students just gets
stronger and stronger. It's had a national
reputation since '69.
G: You covered the 1968 Democratic
Convention, and wrote it up in the book No
One Was Killed. For all its infamy, the event
did take place when political conventions still
mattered. As the primaries rose in prominence,
the process seemed more democratic until
money corrupted that system. Do you mourn
the passing of the rough-and-tumble conventions where surprises were still possible?

JS: I don't know if I mourn their passing.
The rough-and-tumble conventions were made
possible by the fact that so many people were
excluded from the process and they found a
way in to create a confrontation.
G: It's almost impossible to find news at a
national political convention these days.

JS: It's a direct result of the '68 convention .
Both the Democratic and Republican parties
have tried to keep all of their contentious
issues in the backroom.
G: The Democrats recently tried to get candi·
dates to pledge they'll release their delegates
as soon as the nomination's set. But Howard

G: It also brought a lot of young people into
the party, just as Dean is doing.

JS: And those people came back very strongly
in both the Carter administration and the
Clinton administration. Several of the people in
Clinton's White House had been in the
McCarthy campaign. The 1968 campaign has a
lot to say about what happens to dissenting
movements in this country, the ways in which
dissent can have a tremendous impact-both
intended and unintended.
G: You covered the Chicago Eight trial in
1969, and wrote a book about it, The Chicago
Conspiracy Trial. What similarities do you see
between the government's efforts to suppress
dissent then and now?

JS: I see very strong parallels. The authoritarian
tendency seems to be endlessly inventive.
Patriot I and Patriot II are veritable toolboxes for
repression. But it's interesting that there have
been some very strong reactions against, for
instance , the Pentagon's Total Information
Awareness project. That was one place where
the Congress just gagged and said no. But then
I have a suspicion that the Pentagon has simply
shifted the technology and the goals to some
other areas. I think the secrecy of this administration and the credibility gap that's developing
are very similar to the secrecy and credibility
gap of the Johnson administration, although the
Johnson administration wasn 't quite as secretive
as the Bush administration is.
G: Do you think the paranoia level reaches
that of the Nixon White House in terms
of punishing enemies and only rewarding
adherence to the favored ideology?

JS : It would seem so, wouldn 't it? This administration has a pretty unyielding attitude. And it
may actually be self-defeating for the country

as a whole, in terms of meeting the goals they
say they've set. So you wonder if they don't
really have some other goals.
G: Will hubris trip them up?

JS : I hope so. It was really touch-and-go there
in the early '70s, and finally the establishment
was so split and would not tolerate some of
the measures that Nixon was going to try and
bring to the country, which would have been a
kind of fascism-the special camps
and other things they were planning for
activists. But finally, finally, finally, both the economic and the political establishment balked,
and they wouldn't go along with it. You have a
similar split developing in the establishment
right now. You have obvious groupings that benefit from the war, the war on terrorism, the
national security hype, and so forth. And then
you have the businesses that do not benefit
from it, and they begin to get disturbed by it.
Some of them seem to have split away. There
is the broader struggle , too, of the haves and
have-nots. That 's very important. It's extremely
difficult if you're in the lower econom ic grouping to get out of it. I think those barriers in
some ways have been raised higher now than
they were. We have some explosive times
coming.
G: Through It all , you're still teaching at
Columbia.

JS: I teach the Practice Teaching class, but it
also amounts to supervising the program. My
practice teachers go out in public elementary
schools and teach a two-hour workshop once a
week. We 've had some wonderful results. We
were able to follow the results of the workshop
students in more than one of the elementary
schools on the ISAT standardized test. Story
Workshop students passed the writing portion
at a rate of 80 percent, and non-Story
Workshop students in the same grade and
same school passed at a rate of 29.6 percent.
The impact is so dramatic . g
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BY SAM WELLER

GRAND OLD PARODY
It's the sort of unfettered capitalistic venture that
would have most staunch conservatives waving their
American flags with glee. But wait a minute , conservatives are the butt of this joke-a money-making
endeavor brought to you by husband-and-wife team (and
Columbia alums) Jerry and Lisa Vasilatos. After hearing
about the "Deck of Weasels" playing cards that lambasted Hollywood celebs who protested the war in Iraq
(a parody of the "52 Most Wanted " deck of Iraqis distributed by the Pentagon), the Vasilatos duo decided to
get even. "It offended me how conservative websites
were promoting card decks knocking anti-war protesters
and suggesting anyone with a dissenting opinion of the
war or this administration is unpatriotic," said
Jerry Vasilatos, owner of Nitestar Productions, a multimedia company in Los Angeles . The idea was hatched
for the "Republican Chickenhawk " playing cards
featuring 52 pro-war Republicans who-imagine thisavoided military service. The deck includes everybody
from Rush Limbaugh to Paul Wolfowitz to "The Joker" of
the deck-who else?-George W. Bush. "The [conservatives] depicted in the deck, " adds Vasilatos, "have
never, ever enlisted in the armed services or put themselves in harm's way to show their own patriotism in
conflicts in which they could have served, yet they
seemingly have no qualms about the American troops
or civilian casualties who will suffer as a result of the
military action they voted for. It's the ultimate
hypocrisy. " Since the Chickenhawk website went live
last May, they've had 70,000 hits and 500 orders in
the first week alone. Check it all out at www.chickenhawkcards.com.
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PAPER TRAIL
Columbia College's Center for Book and Paper Arts continues to increase its stature as a world-class operation.
For the first time , the Center is joining forces with its
Columbia neighbor, the Spertus Institute for Jewish
Studies, to present "Only On Paper: Six Centuries of
Judaica from the Gross Family Collection. " The exhibit
features 180 items-books , manuscripts, etchings and
lithographs that show the influence of Jewish culture and
art over the course of the last 600 years. The exhibit is
culled from the largest privately owned collection of
Judaica in the world. This is the first time this mammoth
collection has left Tel Aviv, and after the Chicago exhibit
is over, it's buh-bye back to Israel. The Center for the
Book and Paper Arts , along with the Spertus , will host a
series of lectures and gallery talks to coincide with the
show. The exhibit runs through December 13 and is
open to the general public .

Pap ercut Misrach 1890-91 , London.
Artist: Shalom Ben Chaim Halevi Horowitz

AND THE WINNERS ARE ...
Winners of the first-ever Columbia College scholarship
funded completely by alums were announced just before .·
summer break. A hefty $3,000 in tuition credit went to

GOLDEN MOM ENTS

each of the following third-and fourth-year students: Lisa

Former Columbia Theater Student Mark Hollman is currently the hottest composer on Broadway. His music and
lyrics for Urinetown: The Musical helped score the elusive hat trick at the 2002 Tony Awards. The show won
for "Best Music," "Best Book" and "Best Direction,"
prompting a NY Times critic to gush: "It is simply the
most galvanizing theatre experience in town." And now
Hollman (along with co-lyricist and fellow Chicagoan Greg
Kotis) is set for a homecoming. The national tour of
Urinetown hits Chicago's Shubert Theatre for a two-week
run beginning December 9. All of this for a play that was
universally scorned by agents, theaters and development
naysayers until it became a hit at the 1999 New York
International Fringe Festival. The Columbia College
Alumni Office will be hosting a private event to see
Urinetown, which will benefit the Betty Garrett
Scholarship in Columbia's Theater Department. For more
scoop, call the Alumni Office at 312-344-7420.

Liss, Aurea Lopez and Eric Wolfram. Additionally, two

Balde, Christine Tevenal, Annamarie Fiducci, Lauren
awards of $1,000 each in cash were handed out to
Semester in LA students Vanessa Angone and Joy
Fischer. Department chairs recommended the students
with a panel of 35 alumni presiding on the selection
committee. The winners were chosen, according to
Alumni Relations Director and Gravity contributor Jeryl
Levin, because "they showed outstanding academic and
creative abilities, as well as financial need. " Congrats to all.
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A CITIZEN'S GUIDE TO
CHICAGO-AREA
MEDIA

T HE FICTION WRITING DEPARTMENT OF
C 0 L U M B I A C 0 L LEGE CHIC A G 0 is at the forefront of writing programs nationwide, offering MFA in
C reative WritingjMA in the Teaching of
W ritingjand Combined Writing Degrees. Our

re nowned Story Workshop approach, celebrating its
35th year, emphasizes voice, imagery, audience and
positive reinforcement of your strengths as a writer.
Develop your creativity, tell your stories, and gain skills
essential for personal and professional development. For
more information about our diverse study programs,
extensive course listings, award-winning student anthology Hair Trigger, and visiting writers series, check out
fi ction.colum.edu, or call 312 344 7611.
Y O UR STORIES. YOUR FUTURE.
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Mission Accomplished
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LOU CEVELA 'S got the policy. Since 1970, this

LAURIE SLICER loves grant writing for Easter

STEPHANIE WEAVER writes and develops

grad has been racking up awards as a State Farm

Sales in DuPage. She's always been passionate

content for exhibits at San Diego Zoo and Wild

Insurance agent. Lou also spent many years in
advertising and broadcasting. His son, Randy, is

about disability issues harkening back to her days

Animal Park.

also an alum, graduating in 1990 with a BA in

in radio and TV at Columbia. Little did she know
that a car accident would give her first-hand knowl-

Sound.

edge. She told us that she has great memories of

'84

her college days.

MICHAEL MALONE is local sales account

'67
Word Warrior GARY YELLEN battles for the Ruiz
Agency in Morrisville, N.C. He creates campaigns
for the Hispanic and multicultural markets, as well

housed at NBC Tower in Chicago. He reps all three

for the U.S. Postal Service in the Information Tech

TV stations to advertisers and ad agencies.

sector. She also does mission work in Haiti.

'85

as anti-smoking ads and a line of superhero cards,

'75

which features the smokin' AI runner-up, Clay
Aiken, aka "SuperCiay. "

for WFLD/WPWR-TV in Chicago. His broadcast

matrix operations for the Daily Herald in Arlington
Hts, IL. He oversees the paper's four bureaus and

career won him kudos with his high school, where

coordinates special sections and community

'71

he was inducted into the Gordon Tech Hall of
Fame . His son Michael is now attending Columbia

expansion. He also sits on the board of

DAN LISS is in Atlanta, where he spent 15 years

to study film.

in the magazine industry. He's now working on a

FRED CHAMBERS is Master Control Operator

non-fiction book about Shamanic Wicca, a Wiccan

'78

philosphy that combines Shamnic wisdom. Say

MERLYN KLAUS is a sports reporter at the

that five times fast.

NBC affiliate WOWT-TV in Omaha. He won an AP

'73
MARC LEIF, CHARLIE CARNER ('78) and
MICHAEL GOI , ASC ('80) hosted a packed L.A.

award for Best Sports Special for his show on
Heisman Trophy winner Eric Crouch. He's also an
associate minister at Salem Baptist Church.

'79

SCOTT STONE is assistant VP and director of

DriveChicago.com.

ALANA (SMITH) WALLACE is artistic director of Dance>Detour and CRIPmark Cards.
Dance>Detour is a mixed-abilities company of
dancers with and without disabilities. CRIPmark
Cards is a line of glittering greeting cards that
showcases people with disabilities.

'86
JAMES WINSTON is a detective, arson investi-

RICHARD CHWEDYK won the Nebula Award
for his novella Bronte's Egg. He's also on the

gator and hostage negotiator with the Chicago PD.

short list for the Theodore Sturgeon Award and a
Hugo.

ELENA WELCH is a jazz and blues singer, and

edits.

MARK BRAUN is writing an encyclopedia on the
Chicago area during the Civil War, and lecturing on

'80
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RICK ERWIN is producing a doc about develop-

THAD VESSMER is on the fast track in L.A.,

mentally disabled young adults who excel in theater, sports and business. The project is narrated

where he's teamed up with players in the creation

duces sportcasts to 250,000 subscribers in the
north and northwest suburbs.

by Bob Costas and slated for a 2004 release.

in development with Gene Simmons on a project
based on the real story of a losing high school

GIL PETERS is president of Sound Targeting

DONNA BEASLEY is account director at Burrell

football team that begins to win once they started

Inc., a communications/media company specializing in radio. They produce Rural Radio News, a

Communications Group. But her real passion is

listening to KISS.

one-minute daily program about baseball in con-

in the Family, and she and partners have started
Kidding Around Entertainment, a company that pro-

screening of their TBS movie Red Water, which
premiered in August on the Superstation. Charlie
directs, Michael is cinematographer and Marc

shipwrecks. He owns his cable network, which pro-

junction with Elysian Quarterly, an intellectual view
of baseball.

JAMES FRAHER , with CONNIE SCANLON

48

manager at the NBC/PAX/Telemundo triopoly,

DEIDRE GRAVEY works as a business analyst

kids. She's the author of the children's book Music

runs her own graphic design studio.

of a TV series on low-budget filmmakers. He's also

'88
MARY JANE LIRA-LONDON is the college

duces children's AV products targeted to African-

counselor at Los Angeles Center for Enriched

American families.

Studies, which was rated as the tenth best high
school in the nation by Newsweek. She has taught

('7 4), appeared at Milwaukee's Irish Fest in August

'82

to deliver a lecture and print exhibit recounting

CHERYL LOUISE BATTS is the CEO and

her masters in Educational Counseling from

their experiences hand-cutting turf in County Sligo,

founder of P.H.O.E.B.E. (People Helping Others by

California State.

Ireland in 1978. The two are founders of Bogfire
Inc., a photography and graphic design firm.

Example). She's also CEO and Founder of the first
African-American museum in Hot Springs National

MATT MARTON is a staff photographer for the

Park, AK, where she works as a preservationist.

Daily Southtown.

gravity

art and math in L.A.'s public schools and received

KATHY GURCHIEK is a business writer for the

DEREK BARTHOLOMAUS is post producer on

Salt Lake Tribune in Salt Lake City.

Fear Factor.

completed a short, Elope, which was presented at
the Cleveland International Film Festival.

'89
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'98

TIMOTHY LANE works in Institutional

ARNIE BERNSTEIN has a new book. The Hoofs

TRICIA VAN ECK is curatorial coordinator at the

Settlements at LaSalle Bank. He returned to
Chicago after a stint in Vail, CO, working in mountain rescue.

and Guns of the Storm: Chicago's Civil War

Museum of Contemporary Art in Chicago . She
assists the chief curator with oversight of exhibitions and administration.

PETE BIAGI is back with PETE JONES (Project
Greenlight) shooting a new script Doubting Riley,

which films in Chicago and the north suburbs.

BRIAN RUPE teaches painting and drawing at
the Metro Suburban Drop-In Center, and works with
the mentally ill.

Connections has been published by Lake Claremont

Press. Sen. Paul Simon wrote the intro.

PAUL BRONSTEADER works freelance production on national sporting events for ESPN, OLN and
CBS Sports. He was nominated for a national
sports Emmy for his work on the National Finals
Rodeo.

'94

BERNARD LARSSON completed his Masters of
Fine Art in film editing from the American Film
Institute in L.A. He's since worked on feature films
for Universal , Warner Bros., Columbia Tristar and Nu
Image. He manages the website www.swedishfilmnet.com, which originated from a project at
Columbia.

DARLETTE MCALPIN (MFA) is a playwright,
DAN LONDON just landed a new job as production director at Classic Rock 102.9, which serves
Chicago's western suburbs.
SAM IRA ROBINSON (2001 MA) is working on
her book This Side of Heaven, a book of inspirational and socially conscious poetry and essays, targeted for late 2003 release. She teaches at
Malcolm X College in the Communications and Fine
Arts department.

screenwriter and editor. She edits and reviews manuscripts for !universe and develops, adapts and
edits doc, corporate and fictional scripts. She's also
working on her next play, Field of Souls.

'95
JOHN BIGNESS is a public affairs exec by day
and comedian by night. He's the opening act for
Arab-American comedian Ray Hanania at the new AIKhayam Club in Chicago.

'90

'96

JEFF WEHRMEISTER and 11 partners are

KAREN BOSNAK was $20,000 in debt and

working on establishing a '60s museum in the
Chicago area. Funding is slow, as some potential
investors wanted to erase all references of Playboy
and pot. Jeff's not into revisionist history, so he
keeps plugging for dollars. He's also rehearsing
with music group Dr. Watts Medicine Show.

unemployed. But Internet surfers came to the rescue through her SaveKaryn website . Now she's
back on her feet, has a book out and a movie deal
in the making that chronicles her rags-to-riches
story. Check her out and get a few money-saving
tips at www.savekaryn.com.

TIM SAUERS (MA) is producing director for

HILLARI HUNTER is assistant to one of the

Urban Gateways, Center for Arts Education. Also,
look for Tim's byline as a theater reviewer and arts
writer for Gay Chicago Magazine.

regional VPs at Children's Home and Aid Society of
Illinois. She also became a member of the USA
Amateur Boxing Association.

'91

TINA BATTLE is communications director for the

MARC SELZ is working on his second feature
film, Unaware, a dark psychological thriller being
shot in Galena, IL.
Sound man NEIL BERGMAN accompanied altrock band Mink to the Persian Gulf and Afghanistan
last spring. Mink was the first full band to entertain
troops in Afghanistan , just six months after 9/11.

Chicago Foundation for Women, one of the nation's
largest women's funds. She's also performed her
poetry with Russell Simmons 's Def Poetry Jam, The
Last Poets, Sonia Sanchez and Gwendolyn Brooks.

Play, a comedy/music video show airing in Detroit
on the WB .

JOHN BOROWSKI completed his first feature

doc on two Cuban writers, one who fled to the U.S.
in 1994. He filmed in Chicago and Cuba, and hopes
to be done in spring 2004. He's also finishing a
book of Cuban photographs he took during a bike
trip across Cuba in March 2000. His journey is
chronicled at www.michaeldigioia.com.

doc, H.H. Holmes: America's First Serial Killer,
through his company Waterfront Productions.

RUSS GRUBBS is mixing promos for Extra,
Celebrity Justice, Judge Mathis and the Ellen
Degeneres Show.

where she works as an Avid editor and instructor at
the Art Institute of Portland. She is editing Loud, a
doc about the rock-and-roll camp for girls in
Portland.

ISSA BOULOS performed with the group he cofounded, Radio Maquam, at the Chicago World
Music Festival in September. He's a part-time lecturer in the department of music at the University of
Chicago and is fin ishing a CD with Turkish Kemence
master Nermin Kaygusuz, entitled Rif.
YUSAKU MIZOGUCHI is an editor at Tricoast
Studios. He is a three-time Golden Trailor award
nominee.

JENNIFER EDWARDS is wardrobe supervisor
for Lookingglass Theatre Company in Chicago.

'99
SUSAN HOWARD DEAN works for Turner
Broadcasting, where she's senior coordinator in the
broadcast operations center for Cartoon Network,
Boomerang and Turner Classic Movies.

JENNIFER ZABOTH is a freelance copywriter
specializing in the not-for-profit sector. She's also
an actor with a recent role in Simple Theaters
Production's first performance of Shel Silverstein's
The Devil and Billy Markham.

SYLVIA PATTERSON is head writer of Switch

MICHAEL DIGIOIA is assistant director of a
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JACKIE WEISSMAN lives in Portland , OR,

'97
OLADIMEJI ADEOYE received a Ph.D. in political science from UIC in July 2003. A former journalist in his native Nigeria, he authored The Morning of
a Coup: The Dictatorship of Nigeria's Ibrahim B.
Babangida.

ROB FEGEN lives in L.A. and works as a production coordinator on films and commercials. He just

DAVID HAM joined the Navy, where he's a journalist and a new crew member on board the USS
Warp out of Norfolk, VA.

'00
JAMES AZRAEL'S band Court Jester has a new
album with Cellar Records and appeared at the
Wizard World 2003 comic convention in
Rosemont, IL.

SENECA COLEY received her MS in Integrated
Marketing and Communications from Roosevelt
University. She's a substitute teacher who writes
and produces hip-hop.

DARLENE CURCIO-ELSBURY (MFA) teaches
writing at Rock Valley College in Rockford, IL, and
moonlights as a script consultant for Sorelosers ,
Inc . She's writing a novel and non-fiction racehorse
stories, scheduled for 2004 publication in the New
York Stallion Registry.

KRYSTAL MORRIS is reporter/ producer and
weekend anchor for WMBD-TV in Peoria, IL.

MICHAEL BLACK (MA) is author of A Killing
Frost, due to be released in paperback. His second

novel , Windy City Knights, will be published in
March 2004.

VENITA GRIFFIN is launching two indie projects: an e-zine entitled Midwest Edge that highlights the works of Midwest artists and a line of
jewelry. Find her at azizadezines.com

'01
SABINA GHEBREMEDHIN is producer of the
Brooke and Jill Show on WZZN/FM ABC Radio in

Chicago. She also freelances for ABC News
Network Midwest Bureau , working on stories for
World News Tonight and Good Morning America.

QWEEN ROY-WICKS is directing Wives, written
by CCC's Alexa Pride. Wives opens at the Dusable
Museum in October and moves to the Duncan
YMCA. Qween teaches in CCC's Senior Seminar
department.

'02
PAULA KUCHARSKI moved to L.A. and
became production assistant to director Len
Wiseman, working on Lakeshore Entertainment's
film Underworld.

JOSEPH EBELING is state director of communications and marketing for the March of Dimes
Greater Missouri Chapter.

DANIEL J. PICO'S student film about WWII ,
Two Days in Limbo, was accepted into lndie Fest

Ch icago.

'03
ELIJAH LICHTMAN is producing a cable access
show called Kowbaka.

TOMMY J. BRADFORD is an archivist at
Playboy magazine and gets to look at nude women

all day. Not even that can deter him from his dream
of performing saxophone , which he's done on studio projects both locally and nationally.
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"'An original one!
A great musical that makes us laugh."
wThe N~w Ymk Tlmes

TOm M UIa

knows a thing or two. For one, he knows all about the Christmas spirit.
After seven years portraying Ebenezer Scrooge in the Goodman Theater's production of A Christmas
Carol he had the whole "bah humbug" routine down cold . He was so good, in fact, he made George
C. Scott, Patrick Stewart, even Mr. McGoo, look like hack amateurs. Over the course of his career,
Mula has snared three Joseph Jefferson awards-the Oscar of Chicago theater. Two came for
writing (for the plays Go/em and Sylvia's Real Good Advice) and another for acting in Hot Mikado.
A Columbia College Theater prof, Mula authored Jacob Marley's Christmas Carol, an alternative take
on the Pickens classic that tells the story from Marley's p.o.v. Mu la went on to adapt his book to
the St?lge in a one-man show that has been produced in 14 states across the country.
The play will be published this fall by Dramatist's Play Service.

Breathe. Lighten up. In the words of
my dear friend Dale Calandra, "Relax.
It's not about you."
On an opening night, a boardrnember (who had the check
for rny director's fee in her purse) insisted on bringing her
hugely expensive sharpei puppy into the theater. It fell
asleep, which wasn 't so bad, except that it snored . Guess
what the critics wrote about.

When I first began to believe I
might be a writer-on Go/em
and Marley, and again on
Almighty Bob, when I saw an
idea grow from nothing,
napkin scribblings, a streamof-consciousness pile, to a
fully realized play with actors
and a set, and to see it affect
and move an audiencethat's as good as it gets.

I started at Columbia 16
years ago teaching makeup, which I still teach.
Now, I also teach several
acting courses, too:
Advanced Scene Study,
Acting IV, Shakespeare II.

Now, teaching is a very important, a tremendously
satisfying and nourishing part of my life.

Be a professional: Do
the best you can in
the time you've got.
And try not to be an
ass hole.

I te ll my students : Every year or so, ask yourself
what you want-what you, not your friends, not
your mot her, real ly want in your life .. . and answer
the questi on as honestly as you can, and not to
be surprised when what you want changes . It
will. How sad it would be not to notice, to be
acting on the dreams and desires you had 20
years ago ....

Have fun. Remember, they call it a play.
A Christmas Carol is a genuine, inspired work of
genius . We take it for granted now, it's always been a
part of our lives; but Dickens created that idea . It's
always moved me, even as a kid. And the first part I
played in it was Marley's Ghost, at 14, in my
neighbor's tire chains.

A BOOK AND
EXHIBIT YOU HAVE
TO CHECK OUT

The idea behind the new exhibit at the Art
Institute and companion book, Aerospace
Design, will captivate creative types. The coffee
table book and dazzling show posit that visual
artists influenced the look of aviation and space
travel as much as rocket scientists. Stick that
little nugget in your parents ' pipe and tell them
to smoke it when they ask why you're getting a
degree in the arts. But I digress. It's been 100
years since Orville and Wilbur launched off Kill
Devil Hills, North Carolina for 12 seconds that
would change the world. Aerospace Design
looks at the century that was, not so much in

creating cinematic, yet refined and graceful,
compositions. With intricacies and dynamics
associated with classical or chamber music , and
an aesthetic aligned with the electronic and leftof-center underground , these instrumental
pieces become even more affecting with the discovery that they were constructed by four people, performing solely on acoustic instruments.
Plus , for the most part, this music was recorded
live , with next to no overdubs! In print, such a
feat might come off as less than impressive.
But upon hearing these abstract and beautiful
mini-symphonies, consider what your ears are
picking up and how your brain is interpreting
those sounds. If logic plays any role in the
world, it's easy to believe that electronic gadgetry is afoot and/ or there are more instruments involved in what registers as heavily complex works. But such is not the case. If nothing
else, Town and Country should be appreciated
for not only their musicianship, but also mastering the art of aural illusion. -Tony Barnett

A GAME YOU
MUST PLAY NOW

terms of the rapid technological achievement,
but instead at the uber-cool designs behind the
aircraft and spacecraft that have taken us so
far, so fast. Featuring some 65 retro-swanky
NASA artifacts-from handcrafted wind tunnel
models to concept aircraft designs-the sleek,
even sensuous aesthetic of the exhibit shows
that NASA's jet-set army of architects definitely
had the right stuff. The exhibit runs at the Art
Institute of Chicago through February 8, 2004.
-Sam Weller

A CD YOU HAVE
TO HEAR

Minimalists at heart and with avant-garde pedigrees, the members of Town and Country further
extend their exploration into natural music with
5, their appropriately titled fifth re lease. In their
collective hands, this Chicago quartet sculpts
sounds with great subtlety and layers textures
and tones while still retaining a light touch,
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A BOOK YOU
SHOULD READ

It makes you giddy at first, living backwards,
says the Queen to Alice in Lewis Carroll's
Through the Lookingglass, as they squabble
over the aristocrat's desire to eat jam tomorrow
and yesterday, but never jam in the present
tense. Heidi Julavits cribs this passage for the
title of her deliciously perverse Alice in
Terrorland tale where absurdity reigns in the air.
The narrator Edith, supposedly the only sane
one in the orgy, pieces together the story that
happened sometime in the past while enrolled
at the International Institute for Terrorist Studies
sometime in the future. Hijacked on a flight en
route to Morocco along with her alter ego and
sister Alice by a group that resembles more tea
party than terrorists, the hostages are forced to
participate in a game of master manipulation

Want to give grandma a crash course in gangsta
rap? Spare her the tour of scenic Compton and
check out Microsoft's latest tech toy. Lyric stripping technology lets you rip the words right off
your favorite tunes and sing along with the
included microphone simply by sticking any
audio CD in the disc drive. Budding MCs will further find karaoke performances accompanied by
flashing light displays so trippy they'd serve as
a perfect accompaniment for any house party.
Customized playlists also enhance that electric
slide, although inbuilt picture viewing capabilities mean crappy crooners should take caution.
A first in-home console entertainment, via the
program, photos can be transferred from any PC
to the Xbox hard drive , then set to music and
distributed as full-fledged multimedia presentations via the Internet. That said , mixing personalized videos can be a trip. Trac king down every
copy of a clip that circulated through South
America featuring you singing "It's Raining Men"
in a Speedo after one too many Pabst Blue
Ribbons ... that's just a pain in the ass.
-Scott Steinberg

and moral croquet, but why, we never really
know. Beyond the white-knuckled hijacking
scenes worthy of a paperback thriller, what's
most wittily seductive is Julavit's insights into
the Janus-like sisterly bond, the best friends and
fierce enemies, willing to betray each other at
any turn and destroy with a word. After a passionate polemic about the business of reviewing
books in her hip new lit zine The Believer, everyone wondered whether Julavit's follow-up to The
Mineral Palace would withstand her own critical
mirror. No worry. The Effect of Living Backwards
is the literary equivalent of playing make-believe
with a prodigy, so imaginative it leaves you giddy
and a bit dizzy as well from all that time travel.
-Kate Zambreno

MAS MUSICA

It was thought that the unpredictable Howe
Gelb had left his alter ego Blacky Ranchette in
the dust of the '80s. But here he is in a new
millennium, returning like a high-plains drifter in
a spaghetti-western, singing in his deep , deadpan mysterious voice and adding his own
unique perspective to traditional country/folk as
well as the musical style of the cowboy crooners of the American southwest. Granted, Gelb
will never be mistaken for Don Edwards, but
damn if he doesn't know how to roll out lonesome-hearted, fireside honky-tonk. As is his
wont, Gelb adds in barely noticeable and tasteful portions of jazz, avant-garde rock, and
Raymond Scott-like moments, along with his signature twists and turns. On the acoustic, bluestinged "The Muss of Paradise," which was
recorded outside the Nashville International
Airport and features Kurt Wagner from
Lampchop, there's an irresistible spontaneity;
Wagner corrects Gelb on lyrics and a Tennessee
State Trooper chides the duo to move along. In
addition to Wagner, there are a number of other
special guests joining Gelb on his newest
adventure, including Chan Marshall, Richard
Buckner. M. Ward, Calexico and Neko Case,
whose angelic voice plays against Gelb's baritone on "Getting It Made ," and the result sends
chills up the spine.-Tony Barnett

A DVD YOU
NEED TO WATCH

French filmmaker Joel Soler's Uncle Saddam is
a big, humanizing sucker punch to the chin of
the former dictator of Iraq. Hussein 's quirks ,
like his finicky codes of hygiene and lazy tendency to fish with grenades-reveal the man to

be as much a dork as a warlord. The production
all ages. Don't even think about purchasing the
values of this documentary are pretty low, but
title though; like the series that inspired it, it's
the danger Soler has put himself in deserves
sure to be shelved months before next seacredit. He who makes fun of Saddam must
son 's lineup hits the airwaves.
surely have balls the size of Baghdad. In an
-Scott Steinberg
interview included on the DVD, he says that he
still looks over his shoulder. He mingled intimately with Saddam's closest associates,
some of whom were slain in the years following
Soler's departure from Iraq. While Soler needles Saddam and his entourage on the little
things, they do not lose sight of the fact that
they were thugs who exploited the UN's trade
sanctions to inflame their citizens. The single
most valuable fact the film reinforces is that
while poor Iraqis suffered under the sanctions,
they weren't helped by Saddam and his boobs
building dozens of palaces and expensive monu- t-=.........._ .........._.....,......._______
ments, considering bread to be much less
Despite the cries about the demise of rock-andimportant than architecture . After all, you can't
roll from tastemakers in the '90s, the genre
born of the clashing sounds between the white
carve your name on a piece of bread and
expect someone to be able to read it in a thouand black cultures of America never went away.
sand years.-David Orr
It was overlooked, but survived nicely in the
underground, and has come roaring back with a
higher profile in this millennium. Despite
imposters running amok, there are thankfully
bands that do the heritage proud and aren't
afraid to embrace and enhance the sounds that
made Elvis shake a leg, Mick Jagger strut like a
chicken and Jack White the most unlikely musical hero since ... well, Elvis. One such band,
Kings of Leon, who hail from the same swath of
Tennessee as Bobby Bare Jr., join the ranks of
groups who have rediscovered the enchanting
value of mixing blues, country, gospel and R&B
into a volatile concoction of energy and volume.
Taking into account the influences of the generations since Chuck Berry's first riff, KOL also
More potential lawsuit than proper game,
bring to the party heapings of late-'70s punk, a
Gotham's latest pokes fun at everyone from
bit of glam from the early '70s, psychedelic
Shannen Doherty to Carrot Top. Rendered modgarage rock from the '60s, and boogie woogie
els of featured celebrities bash each other
made exclusively south of the Mason-Dixon line.
bloody in free-for-all fights presided over by speThankfully,
these ruffians-three are brothers
cial guest referee Mills Lane. While charming at
raised
by
a
Pentecostal minister-don't wipe
times, thanks to witty banter from show hosts
their shoes on the studio's welcome mat,
Nick Diamond and Johnny Gomez ("That hit was
despite being on a major label. While they swim
harder than Chinese arithmetic! "), it's a cripin the rivers of all the aforementioned styles,
plingly shallow affair. Matches quickly devolve
KOL leave the soul intact and allow the muddy,
into button-mashing brawls, with characters
gritty, sometimes sloppy, downright refreshing
exchanging a dazzling array of sophomoric
waters to flow a natural course. For those who
strikes, such as when Anna Nicole Smith hits
feel the Black Crowes have become too slick,
an opponent with a ham , then takes a bite.
and would like a bit more Johnny Thunders in
Although humorous at first-kill moves where
their Creedance Clearwater Revival, and wouldRon Jeremy drops a huge pair of disco balls on
n't mind a dash of the 13th Floor Elevators in
his adversary can 't be underrated-the product
the Strokes, then ladies and gentlemen , take
just doesn 't hold up well over the long term. As
Kings of Leon to your bosom.-Tony Barnett
a rental , its signature comedic style and simplistic play mechanics should delight players of

A CD YOU
NEED NOW

A VIDEO GAME
GOOD FOR
A LAUGH

Katie Wells

Katie Wells is a modern dancer, choreographer, budding filmmaker and a 2003 graduate of Columbia College 's dance department. The native of Conway, South Carolina
dances for Anatomical Theatre and the Mordine & Company Dance Theatre, founded by
Shirley Mordine of the Columbia College dance faculty. Wells choreographed and filmed
a piece for a black-and-white silent video, Murmur, a Curators Choice selection at the
2003 Around the Coyote film festival in Chicago. "It's a melodramatic tragedy," Wells
says. "It's about a woman and a man, and how their love affair ends with a figurative
broken heart and a literal broken heart." And why this art form? "Dance feels like the
most alive art, it's so in the moment, it's so about the body," Wells says. "Something
feels very special about that."

YOGA BALL
YOU USE YOUR BODY WEIGHT AS
OPPOSED TO LIFTING WEIGHT
OUTSIDE OF YOURSELF. WHEN

IT COMES IN HANDY WHEN

YOU'RE DANCING AROUND,

YOU IMPROVISE, BECAUSE

YOU'RE LIFTING YOUR BODY,

SOMETIMES YOU'LL GET SOME

YOUR LEGS, AND YOUR ARMS. IT

REALLY RAD MOVES WHICH

HELPS BALANCE, STRENGTH, AND

WOULD NEVER HAVE COME

FLEXIBILITY, THE THREE MAIN

OUT IF YOU'D BEEN PAINSTAK-

THINGS THAT DANCERS NEED.

INGLY GOING MOVE BY MOVE,
THINKING WHAT TO DO NEXT.

WATER
WHEN YOU START GETTING DEHYDRATED, YOU GET MORE FATIGUED,
AND THAT LEADS TO INJURIES . IT'S
CLEANSING AND REPLENISHINGSOME DANCERS DANCE ALL DAY, AND
IF THEY WERE SIPPING PEPSI COLA

CD PLAYER

ALL DAY, I DOUBT THEIR BODIES

WELL, DUH! PUTTING ON

WOULD BE THAT HAPPY ABOUT IT.

MUSIC THAT HITS ME IS WHAT
STARTS TO GET ME MOVING ,
FOR CHOREOGRAPHY OR FOR
DOING A WORKOUT. THE ONLY
THING THAT'S BEEN WORKING
FOR ME THIS SUMMER IS
JUST OBNOXIOUS '80S MUSIC
LIKE DEF LEPPARD OR B-52S.
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IT'S NOT A NECESSITY TO HAVE MIR-

MARLEY FLOOR

0
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RORS WHEN YOU 'RE DANCING, BUT

MANY DANCE STUDIOS HAVE

IT'S GOOD TO MAKE SURE YOU'RE

MARLEY FLOOR. IT'S FOR THE

IN SYNC WITH A PARTNER OR TO

TEXTURE-YOU CAN SLIDE AND

TEST OUT A SHAPE WITH YOUR

SPIN WITHOUT GETTING SPLIN-

w

BODY. SOMETIMES , THE MIRRORS

TERS. IT PROVIDES VERY

:;;:

CAN WORK AGAINST YOU, BECAUSE
YOU JUST NEED TO GO WITH THE
INSTINCTS OF THE HEART INSTEAD
OF THE INSTINCTS OF THE EYE.

SLIGHT CUSHION, BUT I HAVE
AN INCREDIBLY HARD HEAD.
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I WRITE DOWN WISE COMMENTS FROM CHOREOGRAPHERS THAT I CAN USE WHENEVER I START TEACHING! I
HARDLY EVER WRITE IN PEN, IT
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FEELS TOO PERMANENT. IF I
KNOW THERE 'S A LITTLE ERAS-

56

gravity

ER , I'LL LET IT ALL OUT.
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Follow Free aurn protocol to GravLty's mothershLp
of LntergalactLc musLc featurLng SLxteen rocket
fueled mp3s from chLcago's columaLa college
unLverse.

Phase 3:
oownload enough free musLc to rock your shLp Lnto
hyper-space.
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Phase 4:
Free aurn

aa~y ~urn .

Phase 5:

Q

Aeturn to earth . .. much cooler
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you did it.
you made it; you wrote it; you produced it; you sang it; you filmed it;
you sold it; you danced it.
PHOTOGRAPHY : SARAH FAUST . GERRY CHINN. KRISTIE KAHNS

And you did it all here at Columbia College Chicago.

There are many ways you could help:

We poured our best into you, your talent and your
dream. Now that your career has taken you far
(and sometimes wide), won't you consider joining
with other alumni in donating time to the Office
of Undergraduate Admissions?

> Attend recruiting events in your area
> Network with prospective students who

want to study what you studied
> Attend events on Columbia's campus
> Help prospective students learn about your career
It's easy; it's fun; and it will give you that
warm glow that comes with all good deeds.
Ask for Patrick Fahy at 312-344-7972
or email: pfahy@colum.edu

Columbia
COLLEGE

CHICAGO

WWW.COLUM.EDU
312-344-7130 ADMISSIONS@COLUM.EDU
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